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WELCOME TO OUR

BRAND BOOK

Welcome to the Relais & Châteaux Brand Book. This book is designed primarily for those
in our corporate and regional offices, providing them with the information and inspiration
they need to consistently present us to the world. It is also intended for our members, giving
them a richer understanding of the brand and recommendations on how they can reflect it
in their own communications.
Every element of this book is shaped and inspired by the Relais & Châteaux story. The core
elements of our story serve as a reminder of who we are and the unique place we hold in the
world. This Brand Book has guidelines on how to present Relais & Châteaux, verbally and
visually, ensuring a more consistent treatment in all communications. The book concludes
with a member-specific section that offers ideas and examples to help each property convey
its uniqueness while benefiting from and contributing to the Relais & Châteaux brand.
This Brand Book is a living document, and sections will be added to it or refined as more
visual elements of the brand are defined.
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Dear colleagues, partners and members:

LETTER FROM

JACQUES-OLIVIER

The past four years have seen great change for Relais & Châteaux, as a brand and an
association. Through the collaboration and effort of our members, we have uncovered
and defined our story. This story has given us a voice and a way of speaking about
ourselves that is authentic and that celebrates our greatest asset, our members. It has
also fostered a deeper understanding of our brand and the unique position it holds in
the world of hospitality. But we can do so much more.
To elevate our brand in the marketplace and connect it to more people, we need to
take our voice and make it consistent and recognisable. This is an effort for which our
corporate and regional teams will be primarily responsible; but it is also an effort that
touches all Relais & Châteaux members. The more we collectively support our brand,
the more we, as an association, will benefit from it. It is with this common purpose in
mind that we created this Brand Book.
The intent of this book is to enlighten and inform our extended family on how
to apply the verbal and visual elements of our brand and how to incorporate our
unique spirit and beliefs into every piece of communications that carries the
Relais & Châteaux logo. Our brand is a collective effort and like our association,
we succeed as a collective. We thank you for being part of Relais & Châteaux and for
contributing to our further success.
JACQUES-OLIVIER CHAUVIN
CEO
Relais & Châteaux
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WHO WE ARE

An Introduction
to Branding

Factories make products. But what people buy are brands.

consistent a brand is, the more powerful and focused it will

That’s true of Hèrmes scarves, Apple iPhones and weekend

be in a crowded and competitive marketplace. Consistency

stays at hotels. A brand is more than a logo or a name or

helps a brand break through the noise of other messaging,

a typeface. A brand is the complete experience around a

connect with people and set an expectation. The better a

product, from the way the phone is answered, to the way

brand is at establishing an authentic, ownable and defining

the communications materials are presented.

expectation, the greater will be its distinct ability to attract
potential customers and create loyal ones.

“A brand is a living entity, and it is
enriched or undermined cumulatively
over time, the product of a thousand
small gestures.”
MICHAEL EISNER, CEO, Disney Corporation

An effective brand communicates how it’s different from
the alternatives. It offers a unique promise of value to

The Relais & Châteaux brand is no different. Our brand

consumers, creating a series of expectations in their hearts

is more than a logo on a plaque or a flag. It’s a common

and minds that they come to anticipate, rely on and want

set of passions. It’s a collective pursuit of art de vivre. It’s a

realised, again and again.

shared promise of unique experiences that will enrich the
spirit and awaken the senses of our valued guests, showing

In the multi-layered world of branding, consistency is

them just how wonderful life can be. Just as our beliefs are

critical. Consistency starts with the way a brand presents

unified, so too must be the way in which we present those

itself to the world: more specifically, the way it talks, the

beliefs. We must be consistent, and it is for this reason

way it looks and the overall messages it conveys. The more

that this Brand Book exists.
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WHO WE ARE

The History of the R&C Logo
The evolution of the R&C logo tracks our organisation’s evolution. From a few
properties offering exquisite cuisine in the countryside, the logo was refined to reflect
the stateliness of the properties themselves. The third evolution introduced the
butterfly, melding it with the fleur de lys. The butterfly, which is still present in today’s
logo, represents several elements of the brand. First, it’s a symbol of freedom and travel.
In addition, it’s a refined creature, one that is beautiful and gentle. It’s also a delightful
presence in the countryside, echoing the Relais & Châteaux presence.

“It’s important to have a logo, but it has to be powerful, one that won’t become outdated
and allows the brand to develop.” GÉRARD CARON Designer of the Relais & Châteaux logo
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WHO WE ARE

The R&C Brand Today

N O T R E H IST O IR E
N O T R E FA M I LLE
N O T R E P R OM E S S E

UN MONDE
D’EXPÉRIENCES

A WORLD
OF EXPERIENCES

There has always been something that connected us to each other and to passions
and pursuits that we all share; however, we didn’t have the language to articulate
what that was. Now, with our story, we do. In the process, we have unified our
members and our staff behind an understanding of our brand, bringing everyone
together behind a common sense of purpose. It is now time to start acting on that
understanding, strengthening our brand in the marketplace and ensuring it is
consistently and cohesively brought to life around the globe.
G M J K L G J Q
GM J >9E A DQ
GM JH J G E A K =

:9JJQKL=JFDA;@L=LB=9F%>J9FyGAKHAà?= Hôtel de Vigny K@=AC@EG@9EE=<:AFAKK99DB9:=J=L=FRGA9;GFAK Carré des Feuillants 9D9AF<MLGMJFA=J
Cazaudehore “La Forestière” H@ADAHH=;9R9M<=@GJ= Hôtellerie du Bas-Bréau B=9F%HA=JJ==L<GEAFAIM=>9N9 Auberge des Templiers H@ADAHH=<zHz==L@=JNz<9MEQ
FL@GFAGR=L>Jz<zJA;FGM@9M< Château Les Crayères >9EADD=?9J<AFA=J$>9:JA;=E=J;A=J=L<A<A=J=D=F9 Hostellerie Le Clos =JA;=LG<AD=:JA9D Château de
B=9F%H9MDEGFF9A==LEA;@=DEzLGL La Ferme Saint-Siméon >9EADD=:G=D=F La Chaumière >9EADD=:G=D=F Château d’Audrieu >9EADD=DANJQ%D=N=D Hôtel Brittany
FF==LB=9F%EADDA9MD=;GR Château de Locguénolé 9DQ=LL==L:JMFG<=D9K9:DAàJ= Castel Clara ?MADD9ME=?GMEQ=L?Jz?GJQN=J<A=J Domaine de
GMAK=LN9DzJA=;JA9M< Castel Marie-Louise >9EADD=<=KK=A?F=%:9JJAàJ==LNzJGFAIM=9DDà?J=%;GF;=<A=M Château de Noirieux 9FB9=L?zJ9J<;æE=
Domaine des Hauts de Loire >9EADD=:GFFA?9D=LJzEA?AJ9M< Bernard Robin - Le Relais :=JF9J<JG:AF Grand Hôtel du Lion d’Or ;DzE=FL:9JJ9L=L<A<A=J
@JAKLGH@=J;GML9F;=9M=LFA;GD9K:JGKK9J< Hôtel de Toiras GDANA9E9L@z Le Richelieu >9EADD=?=F<J=$JA;@9J<?=F<J= Château de Mirambeau
Moulin de l’Abbaye ;9L@=JAF=:=FGAL$<=FAK=L;@JAKLAF=H=LJ=D Château de Castel-Novel 9D:=JL=L;@JAKLAF=H9JN=9MP$KGH@A=H9JN=9MPKGMDAz=L
=F=?J= Bras - Michel et Sébastien >9EADD=:J9K$EA;@=D=LKz:9KLA=F:J9K Michel Trama EA;@=D=LE9JQK=LJ9E9 Château Cordeillan-Bages B=9F%
Relais de la Poste >9EADD=;GMKK=9M$B=9F=LB9;IM=K;GMKK=9M Les Prés d’Eugénie - Michel Guérard ;@JAKLAF==LEA;@=D?MzJ9J< Domaine de Bassibé GDANA=J
A<=$>AJEAF=LH@ADAHH=9JJ9E:A<= La Réserve @zDàF=@ABGK9%JA=MP Domaine d’Auriac >9EADD=JA?9M<AK$HA=JJ==LE9JA=%@zDàF=JA?9M<AK Relais Royal
Château d’Adoménil >9EADD=EADDAGFD=;D=J;$N9DzJA=D9NA?F= Au Soldat de l’An 2 ?=GJ?=KNA;LGJ:JA?ALL=K;@EALL=LEA;@=D<A<=DGF L’Arnsbourg - Hôtel K >9EADD=CD=AF$
Hostellerie Abbaye de La Pommeraie ;@JAKLA9F==LH9K;9D>MF9JG La Côte Saint Jacques & Spa B=9F%EA;@=DDGJ9AF L’Espérance E9J;E=F=9M Le Relais
MK9FF==LB=9F%DGMAK:GLLA?DA=JG Lameloise B9;IM=KD9E=DGAK= Georges Blanc & Spa ?=GJ?=K=L>Jz<zJA;:D9F; Château de Germigney >9EADD=K;@|F$
Château de Bagnols DGJ<9F<J=O<9NAK$>J9F;GEGJ9 Les Deux Abbesses D9MJ=F;=H=J;=N9D%@=JE=L Château de Codignat JG:=JLGHGDALG$<=FAKD=K9?=
Villa Florentine >9EADD=?AGJ?A$BzJæE=EGFL9FLàE= Auberge de l’Ile B=9F%;@JAKLGH@=9FK9F9Q%9D=P$GDANA=J<MHJ=R=LK=NAE;=KAE La Pyramide >9EADD=
Hameau Albert Ier >9EADD=;9JJA=J=LE9ADD=L$HA=JJ=;9JJA=J=LHA=JJ=E9ADD=L Auberge du Père Bise ;@9JDQF==LKGH@A=:AK=$E9LL@A=M>9NJGL Chalet du Mont
L;@=FCG$E9JA=DD==L=<GM9J<JM;@LA Villa Augusta <9NA<=LHJAK;ADD9EGDDA;GF= Hôtel Crillon Le Brave H9LJA;C?9ADD9J< Château de Montcaud >9EADD=
AàN=;@9JA9D$9D=P9F<J=>9NA=J Oustau de Baumanière >9EADD=;@9JA9D$B=9F%9F<Jz$?=F=NAàN=;@9JA9D=LKQDN=KLJ=O9@A< La Cabro d’Or >9EADD=
Abbaye de Sainte Croix >9EADD=:GKK9J<$;9L@=JAF=:GKK9J<=LB=9F%HA=JJ=;9J?FAFG Le Petit Nice-Passédat >9EADD=H9KKz<9L$?zJ9D<H9KKz<9L
=E=J;9<A=J La Bonne Etape >9EADD=?D=AR= Le Club de Cavalière =D=F9LAEL;@=FCG$E9JA=DD==L=<GM9J<JM;@LA Villa Belrose L@GE9K9DL@G>>$JG:=JL%
Hôtel Impérial Garoupe ?AD:=JLAJGF<=DD= La Bastide Saint-Antoine B9;IM=K;@A:GAK Le Saint-Paul JG:=JLGHGDALG$?ADD=K>GMADD=JGMP Le Mas
B=9F%HA=JJ=HAF=DDA$9D=P9F<J9H=J:=L=L;@JAKLGH@=:9;IMAz Grand Hôtel de Cala Rossa LGMKK9AFL;9F9J=DDA$H9LJA;A9:A9F;9J=DDA Hostellerie La Butte
Hostellerie Lafarque - Domaine des Douys J9F@MQ?=F$E9JA=%;@JAKLAF=9D:AFA$K9EM=D:D9F; Auberge du Moulin Hideux ;@9JD=K=LE9JLAF=D9@AJ=$
Mosconi AD9JAGKAEGF=LL9EGK;GFA$?MADD9ME=@M? Kasteel Wittem H=L=JE9J;JALR=F Manoir «Inter Scaldes» B9FFAK=L;D9M<A9:J=N=L Savelberg
=GJ?=K=L9F<J=9O=F?=J Le Vieux Manoir au Lac BM<AL@=LE9JLAFE}DD=J%GHHJ=;@L$BMDA9F=:G;C=L>J9FR>9=@ Domaine de Châteauvieux E9?9DA
Restaurant P. Rochat H@ADAHH=JG;@9L$:=FGâLNAGDA=J Le Cerf ;9JDG;JAK;A Grand Hôtel du Lac ;@JAKLGH@=JJM<GDH@ L’Ermitage de Bernard Ravet :=JF9J<J9N=L
Grand Hotel Bellevue L@GE9KKLJ9ME9FF$EA;@=DOA;@E9F Hostellerie Du Pas de L’Ours >9EADD=:=KL=F@=A<=J$KzN=JAF=:=KL=F@=A<=J%J=QF9M< Chalet d’Adrien
Les Sources des Alpes EJ>9MKLGJMK;9$?=GJ?=KH9GD9CGFKL9FLAFA<AK%E9K;AMDDA Castello del Sole KAEGFN&B=FFQ Hotel Giardino EJ>MJJ=J$H@ADAHH=>JMLA?=J
FF=%JGK=O9DL@=J Hotel Paradies >9EADD=J9@=$EE=:9E:9;@$:GJAK:=F=;C= Schlosshotel Chastè <9FA=D9JM<GD>H9R=DD=J Walserhof 9JEAF
H=LJ9=L>JALRD9Q$EE=9F<J=9K=Q>JA=< Burg Schlitz E9L@A9KKLAFF=K$@=DEML@E9@FCGH> Gutshaus Stolpe CMJL=LBMLL9KL}JC=F$EA;@9=DNGFE=LR?=J
Hardenberg Burghotel ;9JD?J9>NGF@9J<=F:=J?$?=GJ?JGK=FLJ=L=J Landhaus “Zu den Rothen Forellen” J=AF@9J<MF<@=A<E9JA=HJ9MK= Schlosshotel
A9:M;;@GDR%D9>=J$L@GE9KC9@D=LBG@9FFD9>=J Burg Schwarzenstein >9EADD=?JGKKE9FF$EA;@9=D=LKL=H@9FA=L=A?=DC9EH Restaurant Amador
DGL@9J=A=JE9FF=LO=JF=J>M;@KK Villa Hammerschmiede >9EADD=FGJ:=JLK;@O9D:=$=JA;?JA=K=9F=LL=K;@O9D:= Hotel Bareiss @=JE9FF
Hotel Schwarzmatt >9EADD=E9KL%:9J=AKK Schwarzwald - Hotel Adler >9EADD=RMEC=DD=J$OAF<>JA=<RMEC=DD=J Villino KGFB9J=AF=J>AK;@=J Residenz
;@=A:=J$<9FA=DNG?D=J Schlosshotel Igls >9EADD=:=;C$KL=H@9F:=;C Hotel Jagdhof & Spa 9JEAFH>MJLK;@=DD=J$L@GE9K>J=KK=J Tennerhof E9?&
Mörwald “Kloster Und” LGFAE|JO9D< Hanner, Heinz Hanner :JA?ALL9D9K@G>=J Palais Coburg Residenz B9F@=F<JA;CN9F<ADD=F$;@JAKLA9FH=LR Steirereck
=LDAC Hotel Copernicus >9EADD=DACMK$BG9FF9OAD?A=JR Stikliai Hotel JGEM9D<9KR9C9J=NA;AMK=L9D=CK9F<J9K=L9F9;AMHAB$9D>J=<9EACMDKCA=F=
@JAKL=FKN=99K=L=QNAF<@=DDKLJ¦E Engo Gard @9J9D<9F<=JK=F=LFAF9>=DDAF? Le Gavroche EA;@=DJGMPBJ&=L9D:=JLJGMP The Fat Duck @=KLGF
The Vineyard at Stockcross KAJH=L=JEA;@9=D$9F<J=OE;=FRA=$BG@F;9EH:=DD Gravetye Manor 9F<J=OJMKK=DDE9JCL&J9>>9F$D9MJ=FL?G<9J< Amberley Castle
O9F<;@JAKLAF9:JGOFKOGJ<$KM=OADDA9EK$EA;@9=D;9AF=KE:= Longueville Manor E9D;GED=OAK$H=<JG:=FLG Lucknam Park @9JJQEMJJ9Q
=J Lower Slaughter Manor DGJ<9F<J=O<9NAK$9F<J=OL@GE9KGF Hambleton Hall LAE=LKL=>9@9JL$;@JAK@MJKL Ynyshir Hall DGJ<9F<J=O
MAFAGF=LKL=N=FKGF Glenapp Castle ?J9@9E=L>9Q;GO9F=LBG@FGJJ Inverlochy Castle ;@9ACAF?;@GF?$EJ;9DMEEADF= Hotel Airds K@9MF
9D9F;9EH:=DD Marlfield House E9JQ=LJ9Q:GO=$E9J?9J=L=LD9MJ9:GO= Hotel Hermitage >9EADD=F=QJGR$;GJJ9<GF=QJGR Hotel Bellevue
Antica Osteria del Ponte >9EADD=K9FLAF$J=F9L9K9FLAF$=RAGK9FLAF Da Vittorio, Famille Cerea >J9F;=K;G=LJGKK=DD9;=J=9$=FJA;G%JG:=JLG;=J=9 L’Albereta
ADD=EGFLJ=KGJ$=N=DAF99;9EHGJ9$:JMFG:9J:A=JA Hotel Castel Fragsburg J=F9L=9D=P9F<=JGJLF=J Hotel Gardena Grödnerhof @M?G;AFRA9
9=D==LE9KKAEADA9FG9D9BEG Dal Pescatore Santini >9EADD=K9FLAFA$F9<A9=L?AGN9FFAK9FLAFA La Meridiana >9EADD=K=?J=$=<EGF<G=L9D=KK9F<J9
D=KK9F<JGLGE:=JDA$AL9DG:9KKA=LJA;;9J<GEGF;G Villa La Vedetta 9D<G?J9KKA$K9EM=DHGJJ=;9 Il Bottaccio di Montignoso =DAG<Ì9FF9$KGKKAGEGK;9
9=L9FGLJGN9LG Hotel Relais Borgo San Felice 9D=KK9F<JGE9J9;@AGFF=$;AFRA9>9F;AMDDA Relais Il Falconiere >9EADD=:9J9;;@A Caino >9EADD=
Hotel Cala del Porto JG:=JLGHGDALG$9D=KK9F<JG>A;@=J9 Il Pellicano JG:=JLGK;AG$>J9F;=K;9LGRRA Parkhotel Villa Grazioli >9EADD=;=JA:=DDA$>J9F;=K;G
Il San Pietro di Positano NAJ?AFA99LL9F9KAG;AFIM=$NALG;AFIM= Hotel Caesar Augustus >9EADD=KA?FGJAFA$H9GDGKA?FGJAFA=L?A9EH9GDGH9<MD9 Grand Hotel San Pietro
Casa da Calçada >9EADD=EGL9$9FLGFAG9?MA9J:J9F;G Hotel Quinta das Lagrimas BGKz%EA?M=D9D9J;ÃGBè<A;=$L=J=K9DGH=K Fortaleza do Guincho
J=KMKL9 Hotel Orfila >9EADD=?9J;á9$N=JåFA;9?9J;á9;9KL=DG Restaurante Santceloni K9FLAK9FL9E9JA9$9:=DN9DN=J<==LGK;9JN=D9K;G Hotel
Restaurante Arzak BM9F%E9JA9JR9C=LE9AL==KHAF9$=D=F99JR9C Hotel el Peregrino 9F?=DG;9E:=JG$JM:=F;9E:=JG El Castell de Ciutat >9EADD=
Restaurant Carme Ruscalleda - Sant Pau ;9JE=JMK;9DD=<9=LLGFA:9D9E$LGFA:9D9E Can Fabes K9FLA=LÂF?=DKK9FL9E9JA9$K9FLAK9FL9E9JA9 Restaurant
J=K=>M=JL=K Hotel Montiboli BGKzE9JA9;9:9DDz$E9FM=D?9J;A9 Son Brull Hotel & Spa >9EADD=KM9M$9D=P9F<J==LEAIM=DKM9M Read’s
9HGKLGDGKLJ9KL=DAK$=NJAHA<AK9HGKLGDA<AK=L;@JAKLA9FHGL=DD=$9JF9M<:A?FGF Elounda Mare Hotel >9EADD=KHQJGKCGCGLGK$@9JJQE9J9F?@A<=K
=&CAJ9D The Xara Palace >9EADD=R9EEAL%L9:GF9$BMKLAFR9EEAL%L9:GF9 Hotel Albergo 9&9:=D9$BA@9F=C@9AJ9DD9@K9CJ Mizpe-Hayamim K9EEQ
9D9FF= L’Heure Bleue Palais & Spa >9EADD=9RGMD9Q$AK9:=DD=FA;DGL Singita Grumeti Reserves FG=D;9E=JGF Singita Pamushana B9KGFLMJF=J
MC=:9AD=K$B9KGFLJGDDAH Cybele Forest Lodge and Health Spa JMH=JL=L:9J:9J9B=>>JA=K$KL=H@9FND99F<=J=F The Marine Hermanus DARE;?J9L@$
9F<Q:G@F=F Kurland, Peter Behr BGF9L@9FDAL@?GO Gorah Elephant Camp >9EADD=@MFL=J$E9D;GDEH=9;G;C Marataba Safari Company >9EADD=@MFL=J$
Le Quartier Français KMK9F@MPL=J$JA;@9J<=LH9MDAF=>JA=<E9F$DAF<9;GDL9JL$E9J?GLB9FK= Grande Roche @9FK?=GJ?9DD?9A=J$?9JF=L;&:9KKGF$>J9FC=
Bushmans Kloof Wilderness Reserve and Retreat >9EADD=LGDDE9F$F=DKGFJG<JA?M=K Tswalu Kalahari Reserve >9EADD=GHH=F@=AE=J$?MKN9F<QC Hotel Heinitzburg >9EADD=J9AL@$:=9L==L
K$NAF;=FL:=J?E9FF Anjajavy l’Hôtel <GEAFAIM=HJ9L$<9FA=DH=L=JK Hôtel de Mikuni CAQGEAEACMFA$@AJG9CAGK@ACAJA Restaurant Hiramatsu, Hiroyuki
Château Restaurant Joël Robuchon EJ@A<=FGJA9K9FG$EJC=FE9LKMA$BGßDJG:M;@GF=L9D9AFN=JR=JGDDA Enoteca Pinchiorri Tokyo Hideaki Sakama LGK@AC9RM%LKMBA Kanetanaka
=AQM>MJML9FA$JQGRGL9Q9E9 Seiryuso @A<=GL9F9C9$9CAL9F9C9 Asaba 9ACG9K9:9$C9RM@A<=9K9:9 Family Li Imperial Cuisine KL=N=FO9F?$AN9FDA Hotel of
@9F?LJ9CMD$DG@9%@M<GE;@GG;@9JL Heritage Suites Hotel HA=JJ=9<=J<A<A=J>9J9M<$>9:JA;=HAF9MDL Bali Pavilions ?GJ<GFGD<@9E$EJKADKGGF
K9JG$KGEC@M9FO9F<== Le Taha’a - Island Resort & Spa >J9FyGAKD9MKLJA9L Kauri Cliffs BGKA==LBMDA9FJG:=JLKGF$C=JJQEGDDGQ Whare Kea
Chateau Yering D=FEADF=J$KM=GÌ:JA=F Kingsbrae Arms @9JJQ;@9F;=Q=L<9NA<GP>GJ< La Pinsonnière >9EADD=9ML@A=J$N9DzJA=9F<Jz=9ML@A=J Restaurant
GJ<$B9KGFKL9>>GJ< Les Trois Tilleuls & Spa EA;@=D9M:JAGL Restaurant Toqué! ;@JAKLAF=D9E9J;@=FGJE9F<D9HJAK= Hôtel & Spa L’Eau à la Bouche
Langdon Hall Country House Hotel & Spa >9EADD=K:=9LGF=L:=FF=LL$BADDE;?G=Q$BGF9L@9F?MK@M= Post Hotel & Spa 9F<Jz=L?=GJ?=KK;@O9JR$?=G>>J=Q:GGL@ Little Beaver Creek
The Aerie Resort and Spa E9JCMK?JA=KK=J=LE9JA9K;@MKL=J$9F<J=OLJAF<=J The Wickaninnish Inn >9EADD=E;<A9JEA<$;@9JD=KE;<A9JEA< Daniel
B=9F%?=GJ?=KNGF?=JA;@L=F=LH@ADKM9J=R$H@ADAHH=NGF?=JA;@L=F Per Se L@GE9KC=DD=J$H=L=J=KEGF< Homestead Inn - Thomas Henkelmann
Castle Hill Inn & Resort F9L@9DA=E&O9J< Lake Placid Lodge <9NA<=L;@JAKLA=?9JJ=LL$BG@F?J9@9E The Point <9NA<=L;@JAKLA=?9JJ=LL$E9JC
9JAFG=LBG@F;9JAFG$9JAK9<JA The Charlotte Inn ?=JJ=L=LH9MD9;GFGN=J$;9JGDJ=9< The Wauwinet KL=H@=F=LBADDC9JH$=JA;=L:=LAF9D9F<L The Inn
The Fearrington House Country Inn & Restaurant >9EADD=>AL;@$L@=J=K9;@A=LLAFA Blackberry Farm CJ=AK:=9DDK9E:=9DD$H=L=J?D9F<=J Woodlands Resort & Inn
9F<Q:J9F<$JA;CLJ9EGFLG Canoe Bay <9F=LDAK9<G:JGOGDKCA Triple Creek Ranch ;J9A?=L:9J:9J9:9JJ=LL$O9QF==LBM<QCADH9LJA;C The Home
K9J9@=L?J=L;@=FE9JK$?J9FL=L;@JAKLAF9K@9JH$<9NA<E9JK$C9LA=;AG;;9 Cyrus, Nicholas Peyton JG:=JL;G>>AF?$<GM?D9KC=9F= Meadowood
The French Laundry L@GE9KC=DD=J$FA;GD9K>9FM;;A Gary Danko ?9JQ<9FCG$?J=?GJQDGH=R L’Auberge Carmel <9NA<:&>AFC$DAK9<A9K Château du Sureau =JF9
Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa @9JJQ;GDDAFK$F9F;Q@MFL=J Las Mananitas >J9F;AK;G:=JFGL=LJ=:=;9C&<=:=JFGL$BM9F>&;GJJ9D Horned Dorset Primavera @9JGD<
Eden Rock St Barths B9F==L<9NA<E9LL@=OK$KGFA9L=B=JG=K;9QGD9=L>9:JA;=?9DDARRA Hôtel Le Toiny KLM9JLO&E;E9FMK$?MQ=L<9?E9JDGE:9J<
A<JGNG Pousada =KLJ=D9<ÌÂ?M9$=N=DQF?&?&>A?M=AJ=<GBGKz@zDAG?GFy9DN=KJG<JA?M=K>AD@G Hotel e Fazenda Rosa dos Ventos Ltda =DAR9:=L@
=DQF==LB=9F%H9MD:GF<GMP$=N=DQF=FMJQ Restaurant Jean-Paul Bondoux B=9F%H9MD:GF<GMP$H9K;9D:=JF9J< El Colibri KLzH@9FA==LJ9GMD>=F=KLJ9R
@9JGFDGN= Winvian E9J?9J=L<&KEAL@$@=9L@=JKEAL@ The Farm at Cape Kidnappers BMDA9F=LBGKA=JG:=JLKGF$BMDA9F@&JG:=JLKGFAAA Mahua Kothi
JA;9;@9F Château de Rochegude P9NA=J<G;@=R$;@JAKLAF=N=<A=J Château de Berne <A<A=J>JALR$;@JAKLAF=EGFL=AD=L<A<A=J>JALR La Bastide de
=;9K=FK$HA=JJ=%9D=P9F<J=>J9F;AF Restaurant De Librije and Librije’s Hotel L@zJàK==LBGFFA=:G=J$BG@9FNAKK=J=LL@zJàK=:G=J Restaurant Kunststuben @GJKL
FJAIM=>9B9JF=K>=JJ=J$9F?=DEA?M=D=RJA=J9 Romaneira - Quinta dos Sonhos L@A=JJQL=QKKA=J$P9NA=J<=:9AKA=MP Myconian Ambassador Thalasso
9JJ=LL$B=FFA>=JOADKGF@G:9;C Hotel Fauchère JA;@9J<KFQ<=J=LK=9FKLJM:$;QFL@A9;=KF9DAK Eleven Madison Park <9FFQE=Q=J$OADD?MA<9J9$<9FA=D
9L@QJ=QEGF<$;@JAKQGMF?=LF9L@9DA=J=QEGF<$B9;IM=KJ=QEGF< Mollies KL=H@=F=L>J9F;=KOADKGF%>ALR?=J9D<$BG9FF9:GMJC= Corstorphine
HH=D9E9<A=M Beniya Mukayu EJC9RMF9JAF9C9EA;@A$EJKK9;@ACGF9C9EA;@A Tobira Onsen Myojinkan EJK@A?=QMCAK9ALG$EJKEGEGQGK9ALG

In the past, the Relais & Châteaux brand had been somewhat understated,
speaking in a much quieter voice than that of our competitors. Since its inception,
Relais & Châteaux has tried to shine the spotlight more on the exquisite hotels and
restaurants that make up our association than on itself. However, we have come to
realise that Relais & Châteaux can have a voice that supports and enhances the
voices of our members, without overshadowing them.

PARTOUT DANS LE MONDE, UNIQUE AU MONDE.
ALL AROUND THE WORLD, UNIQUE IN THE WORLD.

For those who know us, their feelings about our brand are deeply rooted: rich with
experiences and memories. For those who do not yet know us, our brand and all its
manifestations must reflect the level of quality and attention to detail that defines
any Relais & Châteaux experience and be worthy of carrying our logo.
An effective, experience-rich brand must be communicated through materials that
are, in themselves, enriching experiences. The components of this Brand Book will
help everyone create those experiences, attracting more people to our brand and,
importantly the member properties within it.
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WHO WE ARE

The Manifestation of Our Brand

Our Internal Storyline,
introduced at our 2007
Congress, captures the
history of our association
and the Ideals of our
members, most notably
their personal commitment
to a way of being and a
level of service that unites
and defines them.
<link to pdf of internal
Storyline>

Over the past three years, as we have uncovered and defined the story of
Relais & Châteaux, we have developed specific pieces to share that story. With rich
language, graphic elements and evocative photography, these pieces, on their own
and when viewed as a collection, reflect the spirit of Relais & Châteaux and convey
why we are unique. The elements of our story serve as the strategic foundation of our
brand, and these pieces can serve as points of reference for years to come.
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WHO WE ARE

“The Soul of the Innkeeper”
is a short film intended
more for internal audiences,
reflecting the personal
generosity and passion for
hospitality that has always
defined our members since
our association started over
50 years ago.
<link to internal show>

Our External Storyline,
introduced at our Congress
in 2008, celebrates the
unique Experiences that
our guests enjoy at every
Relais & Châteaux property
across the globe.
<link to pdf of external
Storyline>

“A World of Experiences”
is a short film for external
audiences, bringing to life
these Experiences through
rich images and music,
immersing the viewer in
the essence of our brand.
<link to external show>
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WHO WE ARE

OUR STORY

As members of Relais & Châteaux, we represent a dazzling number of differences
—our languages, our countries, our personalities, our terroirs. Not one of us is the
same, and yet together our story, our journey, is unique and whole and precious.
This is our strength, and this is our truth.
All members require a common understanding of who we are, what we are about
and the sought-after position we hold in the world. Without diminishing our
personal distinctiveness, this understanding gives us a shared and consistent way
of communicating. In turn, this enables a cohesive way of acting, which is an
extremely powerful tool in today’s competitive marketplace.
Relais & Châteaux is a fellowship of different people in different destinations.
It is the traveller’s journey that unites all destinations. And it is the story that
resides in their memory which ensures that our fellowship endures.
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WHO WE ARE

Who We Are Not
1
RELAIS & CHATEAUX IS NOT
A CHAIN
The world of hospitality is

2
3

whose hotels and restaurants,

RELAIS & CHATEAUX IS NOT
JUST ABOUT HOTEL PROPERTIES
AND RESTAURANTS

even “boutique” hotels, often

The essence of a Relais &

RELAIS & CHATEAUX IS NOT
ABOUT MATERIAL LUXURY

operate under common

Châteaux experience is not

The term “luxury” is one of the

conditions and procedures.

located in the property but rather

most overused labels in market-

RELAIS & CHATEAUX IS NOT
FOR EVERYONE

There are many economies of

in the way it feels to be there. It is

ing today. It tends to be associ-

There are some people who want

scale in this way of operating.

about activities and experiences.

ated with expensive products.

a predictable experience, the

RELAIS & CHATEAUX IS NOT
THE 5Cs

But this is not who we are.

It is about people in places, about

But Relais & Châteaux occupies

same physical familiarity at every

The 5Cs – Courtesy, Charm,

Our brand, our promise, is to

how a host and a guest interact,

an enviable position that not

place; every amenity as expected;

Character, Calm, Cuisine – remain

be distinct.

and about the spirit that em-

even unlimited money alone can

the same required dishes on the

the quality standards of Relais

powers these interactions. What

provide. Ours is an experience

menu. True Relais & Châteaux

& Châteaux. But they no longer

makes Relais & Châteaux unique

beyond material luxury: peace of

guests are the ones who look

describe what is different about

in the world is our spirit, our

mind, tranquility and a deep, ex-

forward to discovering the

us. That difference lives in the

passion and our people. Only with

pansive experience of well-being.

nuances of each member’s

Five Ideals that we share and in

these qualities do our hotels and

Relais & Châteaux will always

different offering. Nor is Relais

the Experiences that we offer

restaurants shine.

inspire the language of luxury,

& Châteaux the home for every

our guests.

but we must be clear that it is not

good hotelier and chef. To be a

about the commodified luxury

member one must not only

of possessions, but rather of an

embrace the quality and spirit

experience beyond price.

of Relais & Châteaux but also

filled with large corporations

4
5

one must want to engage with
others of similar passions, and
be a part of something greater
than oneself.
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WHO WE ARE

Why We Are
Different

We are the collection of the world’s

remarkable, exceptional, storied places

finest hotels and restaurants. But behind

in the most wondrous corners of the

our members’ wonderful properties

world; they are facilitators of sensory-

there exists something even finer, a

rich experiences that guests cannot

remarkable fellowship of people whose

have anywhere else.

passions are what makes these properties wonderful.

We are not a corporation or a chain.
We are a family. We are governed by

Relais & Châteaux is an organisation

our members who are themselves

that acts on behalf of the world’s finest

proprietors of Relais & Châteaux

hosts, each of whom has devoted their

properties. We have only one reason

lives to serving, to offering their guests

for being, and that is to promote the

exquisitely crafted experiences that

success of our members within the

define sublime; these are our members.

values and ideals that we share in
common. No other hospitality

Relais & Châteaux is, in truth, the

organisation in the world can make

owner, the chef, the general manager

these statements.

and all the staff behind all these
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WHO WE ARE

Our Ideals &
Experiences
OUR IDEALS
Just as our organisation identified the 5Cs that define
our Quality Charter, we have identified Five Ideals
that capture the essential spirit of Relais & Châteaux.
These Ideals have been beneath the surface of our
association since the beginning of our association.
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WHO WE ARE

Our Ideals
1
FELLOWSHIP

2

To be a member of Relais &

3

Châteaux, one must have a

PERSONAL GENEROSITY

certain character and spirit that

As we continually tell and re-tell

stands behind and enlivens the

our story, the heart and soul of

SENSE OF PLACE

quality of the hotel or restaurant.

Relais & Châteaux must always

Relais & Châteaux is about people

And one must want to be among

emanate from what some call the

and it is about places. Most

HARMONY

others who share these passions.

Soul of the Innkeeper. “Innkeeper”

distinctively and most crucially

The deep yet familiar rituals

This is the Ideal of Fellowship. As

is a somewhat old-fashioned term

it is about people in places. The

of hospitality can awaken

BEING

different as we may be from one

but we embrace it as a symbol

third Ideal of our association

the senses and bring our full

There is an art to living. It is

another, we recognise in each of

of the personal touch that is in

ensures that the people who

awareness to a place and to

perhaps the simplest of all arts

us the true spirit of hospitality,

danger of being lost in our time.

come together in such places

our companions. Any ordinary

and the one most difficult to

the spirit of Relais & Châteaux.

A Relais & Châteaux innkeeper

fully appreciate where they are.

moment can become a true

master. Yet we know that this is

is one whose life is inseparable

Our places in the world celebrate

celebration. But every detail of

the art that our members, each in

from their hotel or restaurant,

where they are, so that those

service and the environment

their own unique way, practises.

who behaves with generosity in

who arrive know they have been

must be aligned to a single

Their canvas is themselves, their

sharing what they do with others,

somewhere special.

harmonious expression, and

properties, and the guests who

this Harmony is our Ideal.

accept their hospitality as part

and who inspires staff to embody

4
5

passion, generosity and pride to

of the journey of their own lives.

the same extent.

Our art de vivre inspires an Ideal
of Being.
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WHO WE ARE

Our Ideals &
Experiences
OUR EXPERIENCES
Our Ideals shape the Experiences that our guests
feel each time they visit a Relais & Châteaux property.
It’s these Experiences that firmly distinguish us in the
marketplace, and in the hearts and minds of our guests.
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WHO WE ARE

Our Experiences
1
THE PASSPORT OF FRIENDSHIP

2

The Fellowship among the

3

members of Relais & Châteaux

THE SOUL OF THE INNKEEPER

extends to our guests during

The true experience of Relais

their stay. While they are with

& Châteaux stems from the

THE TASTE OF THE LAND

us, our place is wholeheartedly

personal presence of the owner

Relais & Châteaux is about people,

theirs. They may enter any one

or maître de maison of each

and it is about places. But even

A CELEBRATION OF
THE SENSES

of hundreds of Relais & Châteaux

member property, and the

more than that, it is about people

Our Relais & Châteaux are dream

properties, but when they do,

distinctive spirit he or she helps

in places. Our maîtres de maison

places for a romantic weekend or

they will instantly know that they

instill in all staff. This spirit, more

draw upon their unique place

for celebrating those significant

AN AWAKENING TO
ART DE VIVRE

truly belong. Simply by arriving

than anything else, is what crafts

on earth to bring its remarkable

milestones in life: birthdays,

The fine art of living – art de vivre

with an appetite for experience,

the unique character of each stay

flavours, its roots and its culture

anniversaries, honeymoons,

– is intimately linked to plea-

they acquire not only the keys

in a Relais & Châteaux. No matter

to every guest. It might take a

family reunions. And for exactly

sure and enjoyment. Our goal?

to one remarkable property, but

how often our guests come to

lifetime to truly absorb the

the same reasons, our properties

To delight our guests and invite

also a Passport of Friendship that

stay, each visit is reliably fresh

history and spirit of a particular

are the perfect places to turn any

them to discover the pleasures

gives them access to routes of

and faithfully astonishing.

place, but in a matter of hours,

day into a lifetime memory. It is

of a “journey of awakening” in

happiness all around the world.

from the moment of arrival, it is

the way all senses, all impressions

our properties. A journey indeed,

Les Routes du Bonheur.

possible to foster this experience

and all interactions combine to

because each of our properties

of regional discovery for guests.

create a flawless representation

offers part of a dream, a detail

of the character and personality

which surprises guests and

of a property and its proprietor. In

transports them to a unique

this inspired dance of Quality and

universe. Art de Vivre, the Relais &

Spirit, each detail is so artfully

Châteaux way, is the enjoyment

choreographed or performed that

of discovery in places full of

cares drop away, and senses are

emotions. It is an experience

awakened, allowing one to fully

of luxury that exists beyond

savour the whole.

the material.

4
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OUR GUIDELINES

LANGUAGE

The Relais & Châteaux brand is not conveyed solely through graphic
elements. It’s also through our language, our choice of words, where the
brand’s essence is conveyed. Our writing should reflect our Ideals and the
Experiences we offer. The tone should be warm and revealing, capturing
the uniqueness of that particular part of the world. The writing for Relais
& Châteaux should allow the reader to feel as if they are there, in the
exquisite chateau, or remarkable game reserve, or celebrated restaurant.
At Relais & Châteaux, we’re about people and we’re about places, but
most importantly we’re about people in places. The tone of writing should
celebrate the people your guests will meet and the experiences they
will have when they travel to our collection of the finest hotels and
restaurants in the world.
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OUR GUIDELINES

LANGUAGE

INTERNAL RALLYING CRY

Our internal rallying cry reflects our celebrated uniqueness. To be used solely in internal
communications, it’s also effective when introducing new staff to a Relais & Châteaux property.
Each of our properties is distinct and celebrated in its location. And it’s precisely this individuality
that we all share and that makes us Relais & Châteaux.

United by What Makes Us Different
Unis par ce qui nous rend uniques

M FA L =< : Q O @9L  E9 C =K M K  < A>>=J=FL

2
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OUR GUIDELINES

LANGUAGE

EXTERNAL TAGLINE

Our tagline appears on all our external communications material. It celebrates our global reach,
while firmly establishing our uniqueness. This uniqueness is relevant on two levels. As a non-profit
organisation, Relais & Châteaux is distinct from any other group in the hospitality industry. But our
distinctiveness is driven by our members, with a unique destination in their own part of the world.

All Around the World,
Unique in the World

Unis par ce qui nous rend uniques

MF A L =<  : Q  O @ 9L  E 9 C =K  MK  <A > >=J =F L
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OUR GUIDELINES

When writing about time spent at a Relais & Châteaux property,
focus on the distinct, rather than on the expected. It’s the
experiences we offer and the people our guests will meet that
define the Relais & Châteaux brand.

Voice

When reviewing writing for external communications, ask yourself
if it reflects these five main characteristics.
PERSONAL Does the writing

that good writing speaks to the details.

transport you? It should make you feel

The area may be known for great wine,

like you are there, at the destination,

but it’s through the wine in your glass

having the experience. Once the writing

that you will experience it.

strays into the area of generalities, so

UNIQUE We are all around the world,

does the brand.

unique in the world. Our writing must

AUTHENTIC Does the writing give

convey the sense of individuality that is

you a sense that this experience or

alive in each one of our properties and

person or view or property is so distinct

in each one of our members.

to its location, that it couldn’t exist

MOTIVATING When you read the

anywhere else?

writing, does it inspire you to action?

INTIMATE Our experiences are

Does it make you feel like this destina-

personal, so it’s important to remember

tion offers a must-have experience?
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OUR GUIDELINES

LANGUAGE

WORDS WE LIKE

LOVE

GENTLE

WELCOME

HARMONY
HUMILITY

Savour

Return
AT RELAIS & CHATEAUX, WE HAVE A UNIQUE
PERSPECTIVE ON A GUEST EXPERIENCE.
THUS THE WORDS WE USE TO DESCRIBE
TIME SPENT WITH US ARE RICHER IN
EMOTION AND COMMUNICATE A SENSE OF
BEING THAT ALLOWS THE CARES OF THE
DAY TO FALL AWAY. THE LIST OF WORDS ON
THE RIGHT IS BY NO MEANS EXHAUSTIVE,
BUT IT DOES GIVE YOU A SENSE OF THE
DIFFERENCE GUESTS FEEL WHEN THEY
ENTER OUR PROPERTIES. OUR LANGUAGE
DOES NOT FOCUS ON AMENITIES, RATHER
IT CELEBRATES THE SENSES.

RETREAT

CARESS

EXPERIENCE

FRESH

SHARING

SURPRISE
DANCE

Reunion
REMEMBER

DELIGHT

IMAGINATION

Listen

Wine

COURTESY

SMILE

PLEASURE
CONNECTION

Discretion

BREATH
ELEGANCE

HERITAGE
HOSPITALITY
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OUR GUIDELINES

LANGUAGE

THE SENSUAL ASPECT OF A RELAIS &
CHÂTEAUX EXPERIENCE SHOULD ALWAYS
BE THE PRIMARY INSPIRATION FOR VERBAL
COMMUNICATIONS. OUR GUESTS SPEND
TIME WITH US BECAUSE WE ARE UNIQUE,
BECAUSE WE ARE DISTINCT, BECAUSE WHAT
WE OFFER IS NOT AN INDUSTRY STANDARD,
RATHER AN EXPRESSION OF DELIGHT IN
THE WORK WE DO AND THE WAY WE LIVE.
IT’S FOR THESE REASONS THAT OUR
LANGUAGE MUST REFLECT OUR ATTENTION
TO DETAIL, AND STAY ABOVE THE MUNDANE,
THE CORPORATE, THE EXPECTED.

WORDS WE DON’T LIKE

CHAIN

ALONE

EXPECTED

PLANNED

Typical

Company

LUXURY
STANDARD
REGULAR

Overstated
DISSONANCE
INDUSTRY

Superior

MANUFACTURE

GOURMAND
DESIGNER

AVERAGE

Trendy

COMMON

LEAVE

FALSE
COMMERCIAL

ISOLATION

Expensive
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OUR GUIDELINES

LOGO & COLOUR PALETTE

A logo and colour palette is the most direct way to visually communicate
a brand in the marketplace. The logo of Relais & Châteaux, with its fusion of a butterfly and the fleur de lys, is distinctive. However the current
colour palette— gold, black and white— is not unique. In fact many luxury lifestyle and hospitality brands also rely on this combination of colour
to communicate their quality. Because this combination is not defining,
consistent use of guidelines and an expanded visual language are essential
to contribute to the recognisability of the Relais & Châteaux brand.
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OUR GUIDELINES

LOGO

CORRECT USAGE

The Relais & Châteaux logo has many strengths. It’s distinctive and memorable and the most
recent version has reflected the qualities of the organisation over the last two decades it’s been
in use. To ensure that the logo remains a strength for the organisation, it’s essential that every
piece of communications treat the symbol in the same manner, for visual consistency.

1.

PRINTING THE OFFICIAL
RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX LOGO

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

1. If you choose gold foil (recommended), the
logo can be fully treated in one colour.
2. If you choose standard printing methods,
the symbol in gold and the wordmark prints
in grey.

2.

3. For black and white documents, the ‘grey and
black’ version of the relais & châteaux logo
can now be used.

TYPOGRAPHY
The typography for the logo Is Palatino Light.
Printed CAPITAL LETTERS are to be used.

In certain circumstances, added printing effects
such as embossing may be applied to the logo.
The colour guidelines would still apply with
the addition of a subtle embossing treatment,
never debossed. Another acceptable alternative
for rare exceptions would be a complete blind
emboss on white paper with no printed ink.

PAPER STOCK SELECTION
Relais & Chateaux materials should never be
printed on uncoated paper. The option of gloss
varnish coated or matte varnish coated are both
acceptable. A satin finish is the desired quality.

3.
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FOIL: (RECOMMEND
GOLD
OR GOLD SPOTGOLD
COLOUR

GOLD "COLOUR"
OR GOLD SPOT COLOUR
OR G

OUR GUIDELINES

TYPOGRAPHY
e logo is Palatino Light.
The TYPOGRAPHY
typography for the logo is Palatino Light.
are to be used.
GRAPHY
TYPOGRAPHY
TYPOGRAPHY
Thecapital
typography
is Palatino Light.
Printed
lettersfor
arethe
to logo
be used.

LOGO
pography for the
Thelogo
typography
The
is Palatino
typography
for the
Light.
logo
for the
is Palatino
logo is Palatino
Light. Light.

GREY TEXT
SIZE REQUIREMENTSSquare
logo :

Printed capital letters are to be used.
capital letters
Printed
are toPrinted
capital
be used.
letters
capital are
letters
to be
areused.
to be used.

IS & CHATEAUX LOGO TO BE USED :
SIZE OF THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX LOGO TO BE USED :
SIZE OF THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX LOGO TO BE USED :
30THE
mm
mm
OF THE RELAIS
SIZE&OF
CHATEAUX
SIZE
OF
RELAIS
THELOGO
RELAIS
& CHATEAUX
TO&BE
CHATEAUX
USED
LOGO
: LOGO
TO40BE
TO
USED
BE USED
:
:

GOLD

GREY TEXT

GREY
Squar

If the square logo has
a sizelogo
of less
Square
: than
20x20mm, references are:

If theofs
40GOLD
mm FOIL (recommended) If the square logo has a size
20x20m
Api foils: LUXURY GOLD 4003 20x20mm, references are:
40 mm
For 385
the one-line logo,
Kurz: LUXOR
40 mm 40 mm of any size, references are:

MINIMUM SIZE OF THE LOGO:

26,5 mm

26,5 mm
5,3 mm

5,3 mm

26,5 mm

5,3 mm

26,5 mm

14 mm
14 mm

26,5 mm
5,3 mm

5,3 mm

14 mm

14 mm

26,5 mm

5,3 mm

26,5 mm

14 mm
14 mm
26,5 mm

5,3 mm 5,3 m5m,3 mm 5,3 mm

26,5 mm

14 mm

14 mm
26,5 mm14 mm
14 mm

m

14 mm
14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm

14 mm

m

5,3 mm

5,3 mm

26,5 mm

Below these sizes,
the logo may not be used:

8 mm

OR GOLD SPOT COLOUR
Pantone Ref. : 872 C

8 mm

For the one-line logo,For th
40GOLD
mm “COLOUR”
of
any size, references are:
of any
Pantone
Ref. : 872 C
40 mm
Four-colour
printing
Ref.
:
C40/M43/Y84/K0
40 mm 40 mm GREY LOGO (may only be used
GREY TEXT
on black and white documents)
Square logo:
L
Pantone Ref. : 431 C
GREY LOGO (may only
GREb
Four-colourTprinting Ref. :C11/M1/Y0/K64
onthan
black and white docum
on b
If the square logo has a size of less
20x20mm, references are:
L
Pantone Ref. : 432 C
T
T
Four-colour printing Ref. :C23/M2/Y0/K77

8 mm

40 mm

8 mm8 mm 8 mm8 mm

8 mm

40 mm

8 mm

8 mm

40 mm

8 mm

8 mm

30 mm
30 mm

30 mm

30 mm

30 mm
30 mm 30 mm

30 mm
30 mm

30 mm

30 mm
30 mm 30 mm30 mm
30 mm
30 mm

30 mm

SIZES30
OFmm
THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX LOGO TO30
BEmm
USED FOR STANDARD DOCUMENTS:

30 mm

26,5 mm

GOLD "COLOUR"

For the one-line logo:
of any size, references are:

Pantone Ref. : 432 C
Four-colour printing Ref. :C23/M2/Y0/K77
GREY LOGO (may only be used on black
and white documents)
Fleurs de Lys: Black 50%
Text and rules: Black 100%
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LOGO

TOO SMALL
TOOSMALL:
SMALL
TOO
TOO SMALL
PARTNER
ASSOCIATED
PARTNER
LOGO
ASSOCIATED
PARTNER
LOGO
ASSOCIATED
LOGO

PRIMACY OVER OTHER LOGOS

If the squa
If the sq
20x20mm,
If the square20x20m
logo ha
20x20mm, reference

PRINCIPLE

TOO CLOSE:

Square lo
Square
Square logo :

The fundamental principle is that the
Relais & Châteaux logo has primacy over
the other membership logos of member
For
properties.

PARTNER
ASSOCIATED
PARTNER
LOGO
ASSOCIATED
PARTNER
LOGO
ASSOCIATED
LOGO

Membership logos are logos of hotel
organisations which are compatible
with Relais & Châteaux, professional
federations, fellowships, professional
organisations and in general all
distinctions, accolades, awards.

PERFECT:
PERFECT
PERFECT
PERFECT

PROCEDURE

Width of the logo
PARTNER
Width of the logo ASSOCIATED
PARTNER ½ logo
½ logo
Width of the logo
PARTNER
ASSOCIATED
½ logo
LOGO
ASSOCIATED LOGO
LOGO

For the o

Forsize
the
of any
the one-line
of any sl
of any size, referenc

The Relais & Châteaux logo must be twice
the size of the other membership logos.
No other membership logo may be placed
at a distance of less than the width of the
Relais & Châteaux logo.
The member must in all cases submit any
proposal to use the Relais & Châteaux logo
together with other membership logos to
the head office of Relais & Châteaux.
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RELAIS&CHÂTEAUX
THE
LOGO
– ALTERNATIVES
RELAIS&CHÂTEAUX
THE
LOGO
– ALTERNATIVES
LOGO
ALTERNATIVES
GENERAL CASE:
LOGOGENERAL
ON WHITECASE:
OR LIGHT BACKGROUND
LOGO
ON
LIGHT isBACKGROUND
The official
logo
of WHITE
Relais &OR
Châteaux
printed in
The
logospecifications
of Relais & Châteaux
is printed
line with
theofficial
technical
mentioned
in the in
line with the technical specifications mentioned in the
text boxes.
text boxes.

GENERAL CASE:

LOGO ON WHITE OR LIGHT BACKGROUND
The official logo of Relais & Châteaux is printed in line with
technical specifications mentioned on the previous pages.

THE USE OF THE LOGO IN ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CASES REQUIRES THE APPROVAL
THE USE OF THE LOGO IN ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CASES REQUIRES THE APPROVAL
OF THE COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT OF THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX HEAD OFFICE:
OF THE COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT OF THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX HEAD OFFICE:

IN THE EVENT OF A DARK BACKGROUND
IN THE EVENT OF A SHADED
If the logo is used on a dark background,
BACKGROUND If the background colour
6 IN THE EVENT OF A DARK BACKGROUND
6isINshaded,
THE EVENT OF A SHADED BACKGROUND
the
mention
of
“RELAIS
&
CHÂTEAUX”
in
theEVENT
choiceOF
ofAblack
or grey
to
IN THE
EVENT
OF Abackground,
DARK BACKGROUND
IN THE
SHADED
BACKGROUND
If the6logo
is used
on a dark
the mention
If the6background
colour is shaded,
the choice
of black
white
is
recommended
to
ensure
better
mention
“RELAIS
&
CHÂTEAUX”
is
decided
If
the
logo
is
used
on
a
dark
background,
the
mention
If
the
background
colour
is
shaded,
the
choice of black
of "RELAIS & CHATEAUX" in white is recommended
or grey to mention "RELAIS & CHATEAUX" is decided
of "RELAIS
& CHATEAUX" in white is recommended by
or
grey
to mention
"RELAIS
& CHATEAUX"
is decided
legibility.
head
office
or the
international
to ensure
better legibility.
by the
the head
office
or the
international
offices of Relais
& Châteaux.
to ensure better legibility.
head&office
or the international offices of Relais & Châteaux.
officesby
ofthe
Relais
Châteaux.

S

I
2

THE USE OF THE LOGO IN ANY ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING CASES REQUIRES THE APPROVAL
OF THE COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT OF
THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX HEAD OFFICE:

F

o
Original logo
Original logo

White logo
White logo
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Corporate

LOGO

THE BUSINESS CARDS

Front

CORPORATE

90 mm

90 mm

FRONT
HÉLÈNE COUSTEAU

Président International
Chairman of the Board

Responsable de la Maison Relais & Châteaux Paris
Maison des Relais & Châteaux Paris Manager

55 mm

55 mm

FRANÇOIS DE BAUSSET

Maison des Relais & Châteaux
33, bd. Malesherbes - 75008 Paris - FRANCE
Tél. + 33 (0)1 58 18 60 24 - Fax +33 (0)1 40 06 04 35
m.pellerin@relaischateaux.com

15, rue Galvani - 75017 Paris - FRANCE
Tél. + 33 (0)1 45 72 90 03 - Fax +33 (0)1 45 72 90 24
j.tapies@relaischateaux.com

90 mm

90 mm

M
o
BILL CHALMERS
Assistante Commerciale - Sales Assistant

55 mm

MARIE ROY
Responsable Développement Produits
Products Development Manager

55 mm

OUR GUIDELINES

RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX THE BUSINESS CARDS

15, rue Galvani - 75017 Paris - FRANCE
Tél. + 33 (0)1 45 72 90 08 - Fax +33 (0)1 45 72 90 30
f.reboul@relaischateaux.com

Maison des Relais & Châteaux
33, bd. Malesherbes - 75008 Paris - FRANCE
Tél. + 33 (0)0 00 00 00 00 - Fax +33 (0)0 00 00 00 00
equissequat@relaischateaux.com

T

N
F

A
b
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Corporate
Back

CORPORATE

F

LOGO

G
U
U
G
U
G
U
U

THE BUSINESS CARDS
90 mm

90 mm

BACK

55 mm

55 mm

S

relaischateaux.com

relaischateaux.com

G
U
U
G
U
G
U
U

U
G
90 mm

U
U

90 mm

PARTOUT DANS LE MONDE, UNIQUE AU MONDE.

B
U
U
55 mm

55 mm
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C

relaischateaux.com

relaischateaux.com

I
F
T
M

Ty

Ak
-}

PARTOUT DANS LE MONDE, UNIQUE AU MONDE.

R ELE
LA
I S & UNIQUE
C H ATAU
EA
UX
PARTOUT DANS
MONDE,
MONDE.
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COLOUR PALETTE

PRIMARY

Relais & Châteaux has a distinct colour palette. Its consistent use allows us to define our
brand and create a defining look and feel across all our communications material.

PANTONE 872 C

PANTONE 431 C

PANTONE Black C

White

PRIMARY COLOUR
PALETTE The four colours
of our primary palette
define the brand. Use the
black and grey for use with
text. The white is used for
white space and the gold
offers a level of elegance
and decoration.
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TYPOGRAPHY
Typography is a craft. It serves two essential purposes: to allow the
message to be easily read while complementing the message itself. This
balance of form and function is at the heart of our choice of typefaces.
Given the multiple media and languages across which Relais & Châteaux
communicates, our new typefaces serve to both complement the classic,
handcrafted essence of the brand, as well as delivering a functional,
contemporary typeface that works in tandem with it. The result is a
powerful combination that communicates both the contemporary and
traditional aspect of the Relais & Châteaux brand.
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TYPOGRAPHY

g

SERIF

GOUDY

G
oudy is considered one of the most legible typefaces
available. Its serif typeface makes it suitable for both text

and display use. It is a graceful, balanced design, enhanced
with few flourishes such as the upward curve of the “g” and
the diamond shape dots of the “i” and “j”. It also displays
an element of calligraphy, such as in the formation of the
“Q”. It’s these quiet, hand-crafted elements that make it
an ideal typeface for the Relais & Châteaux brand.

The Goudy typeface was created in 1916 by Frederic Goudy
(1865 – 1947), an American type designer. Through his
career, he created over 120 typefaces.
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TYPOGRAPHY

SERIF

GOUDY
REGULAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()_+{}:;”<>?/~

GOUDY
ITALIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()_+{}:;”<>?/~
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TYPOGRAPHY

v

V

SANS SERIF

VISTA SANS

ista Sans is a contemporary, sans serif typeface that is both well
crafted and functional. Its gentle swashes and large x-height make it
an accessible sans serif font that is at home in a variety of settings.
Chosen for its use across multiple digital media formats, Vista Sans
is a strong utilitarian typeface. The subtlety and attention to detail
embedded in the typeface offer a contemporary demonstration of
modern craftsmanship.
Vista Sans was designed by Xavier Dupré, a French typography artist
born in 1977. He has collaborated on and created many typefaces. He
won a certificate of typographic excellence from the New York Type
Directors Club in 2004, for Vista Sans.
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TYPOGRAPHY

SANS SERIF

VISTA SANS
BOOK

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()_+{}:;”<>?/~
VISTA SANS
LIGHT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()_+{}:;”<>?/~
VISTA SANS
REGULAR ITALIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()_+{}:;”<>?/~
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TYPOGRAPHY

BILINGUAL TREATMENT

Bilingual text offers many challenges. Translations often run at different lengths, presenting layout
limitations, so consistent bilingual treatment is essential to take care of your reader. By setting up
your design effectively, you remove any question in the reader’s mind as to which text they should
focus on. The result is one less barrier to enjoying the writing and fully immersing themselves in
your communications.

There are two ways to
effectively distinguish the
languages in your text.
One option is to use the
serif typeface for your
primary language and
reserve the sans serif for
your secondary language
— ensuring you use equal
weights with both.
Alternatively you could
use the serif typeface for
both languages, defining
the secondary one in grey,
to stand out from the
primary language printed
in black.

PRIMARY LANGUAGE

SECONDARY LANGUAGE

Raestrud min verit eugue velis nonsent
iriuscip eugiamcommy elnim iriure tet
ullutation vel in henim eum dolobor
percilit lore aeumsan ut wisim doloboreet prat aliquis nim essis dolor iusto
etodiat. Rud el utetuercin vullamet utpating essequipit, quis aliqiouisit venisi.
Olore faccum in henim dolore verci bla
facilla feum vel doleseq uissisi. Et adiamet nonse feuis ex elese tat, quat.

Raestrud min verit eugue velis nonsent

Rud el utetuercin vullamet utpating
essequipit, quis aliqiouisit venisi. Olore
faccum in henim dolore verci bla facilla feum vel doleseq uissisi. Et adiamet
nons ex elese tat, quat.

Rud el utetuercin vullamet utpating

iriuscip eugiamcommy elnim iriure tet ullutation vel in henim eum dolobor percilit
lore aeumsan ut wisim doloboreet prat
aliquis nim essis dolor iusto etodiat. Rud
el utetuercin vullamet utpating essequipit, quis aliqiouisit venisi. Olore faccum in
henim dolore verci bla facilla feum vel
doleseq uissisi. Et adiamet nonse feuis ex
elese tat, quat.

essequipit, quis aliqiouisit venisi. Olore
faccum in henim dolore verci bla facilla
feum vel doleseq uissisi. Et adiamet nons
ex elese tat, quat.
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VISUAL LANGUAGE

An effective visual language is built on many components. For a brand
like Relais & Châteaux, the visual language needs to project a sensitive
balance between a highly elegant and classical history, and a contemporary
global luxury market. The repeated use of distinctive visual elements
provides a platform for attributes that the consumer can come to understand. These attributes reflect the quality of the experience that guests
anticipate at each member property. There is a language to the art of
living. The selected visual elements communicate that art of living in
a contemporary, distinctive and immersive manner.
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VISUAL LANGUAGE

WHITE SPACE

White space plays as important a role in design as other more visible attributes. White space, or
the space that allows the page to breathe, demonstrates that what isn’t there can often have
the greatest impact. The sense of openness it instills reflects elegant sensibilities and allows the
viewer’s eye to have a comfortable, calming experience. White space serves to provide a focus and
elevate the sense of importance of the content on the page.
L E G O Û T DU L I E U

L@=L9KL=G>L@=D9F<
3

« O N P O U R R A I T I M A G I N E R L E S R E L A I S & C H ÂT E AU X C O M M E U N E
TRES BELLE BIBLIOTHEQUE A LA FRANÇAISE COMPOSEE D’OUVRAGES
DE GRANDE QUALITE AYANT TOUS LE MEME TITRE : « AU BONHEUR
DE VIVRE ». CHAQUE AUTEUR A EVIDEMMENT SON PROPRE STYLE ET
RACONTE SON « BONHEUR DE VIVRE » A SA MANIERE AVEC SA MAISON,
SON ENVIRONNEMENT NATUREL ET CULTUREL, SES GOUTS, SES
PASSIONS MAIS TOUJOURS AVEC SON CŒUR. »
G D A N A = J  J G = D D A F ? = J $  ?J 9 F <  ; @ = >  J = D 9 A K   ; @ ÜL= 9 M P  È D = K  E 9 A K G F K  < =  :J A ; G M J L$  >J 9 F ; =

Adding a generous
proportion of white space
gives the eye a focal point
on the spread.

Le Goût du Lieu
L @ =  L9 K L = G >  L @ =  D 9 F <
Relais & Châteaux, ce sont des
personnalités et des lieux. Mais
bien d’avantage, ce sont des
personnalités dans des lieux.

J]dYak;`l]YmpakYZgml

Dans nos établissements,
chaque maître de maison
éprouve le plaisir de partager
son attachement à ses racines,
à sa culture, à son terroir.
Une vie entière est parfois
nécessaire pour assimiler
réellement l’histoire et l’esprit
d’un lieu, mais il suffit de
quelques heures à nos maîtres
de maison pour transmettre
cette expérience à leurs
clients. Le terroir trouve son
illustration dans l’architecture,
la décoration, le jardinage, les
spas mais aussi dans l’accueil
ou encore le divertissement.
Cependant, ce terroir s’incarne
de façon encore plus forte à
l’occasion de chaque repas.
Et personne ne le comprend
mieux que les Grands Chefs
de Relais & Châteaux, plus
de 150 chefs de réputation
mondiale, renommés pour
leur brio, leur créativité et
leur capacité à donner vie à
leur région et à leurs racines
à travers leur cuisine.

GmjeYlj]k\]eYakgf\jYo

h]ghd]$Yf\alakYZgmlhdY[]k&
:ml]n]fegj]l`Yfl`Yl$alak
YZgmlh]ghd]afhdY[]k&

mhgfl`]ajmfaim]hdY[]gf]Yjl`
lgZjaf_alkj]eYjcYZd]ÖYngmjk$
alkjgglkYf\alk[mdlmj]lg]n]jq
_m]kl&Alea_`llYc]Yda^]lae]
lgljmdqYZkgjZl`]`aklgjqYf\
khajalg^YhYjla[mdYjhdY[]$Zml
afYeYll]jg^`gmjk$^jgel`]
ege]flg^YjjanYd$alakhgkkaZd]lg
^gkl]jl`ak]ph]ja]f[]g^j]_agfYd
\ak[gn]jq^gj_m]klk&L`akk]fk]
g^hdY[]$l`akÉl]jjgajÊak]phj]kk]\
afYj[`al][lmj]$\ [gj$dYf\k[Yhaf_$
khY$k]jna[]Yf\]fl]jlYafe]fl&
@go]n]j$l]jjgaj[ge]klgda^]
egklfglYZdqafl`][mdafYjq
]ph]ja]f[]kg^]Y[`e]Yd&9f\
fggf]mf\]jklYf\kl`akegj]
l`Yfl`]]dal]?jYf\k;`]^kg^
J]dYak;`l]YmpÇl`gk])-(%
hdmkeYkl]j[`]^kj][g_fak]\
Yjgmf\l`]ogjd\^gjl`]aj
ZjaddaYf[]$[j]YlanalqYf\YZadalq
lgYjl^mddqZjaf_Yj]_agflgda^]
l`jgm_`[makaf]&
J]dYak;`l]Ympakl`]Z]kl
oYqlg\ak[gn]jl`]ogjd\&

Relais & Châteaux constitue
la meilleure façon de découvrir
le monde.

24

25

If the page has three columns in the grid, don’t feel
that you need to fill the page. Let the page breathe.
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VISUAL LANGUAGE

RULES

The effective use of rules is a classic and elegant way to separate and frame content. Rules help to
provide a system of hierarchy of information. When used correctly, they can add a unique quality to
the visual language of communications. Rules are experiencing a resurgence today and can be seen
in many award-winning magazines, such as Monocle. They demonstrate a contemporary approach
to graphic design.
L’Â ME D E L’AU BER GISTE

L@=KGMDG>L@=AFFC==H=J

Rules can be used as a
framing structural device
for the page.

L’Âme de l’Aubergiste
L@=K GMDG>  L@= A FFC==H =J

La présence personnelle de
votre hôte, c’est-à-dire aussi
la présence palpable de sa
personnalité et de sa vision
qui se retrouvent dans tous les
aspects de l’établissement et
de l’expérience de votre séjour,
constitue la clé de voûte de
Relais & Châteaux.

L’expérience de Relais &
Châteaux doit être réinventée
à chaque instant et répondre
d’une manière unique à la
situation et au client. Chaque
expérience est individuelle,
« faite à la main ». Dans
l’univers de nos aubergistes,
« suffisamment bien » n’est
jamais assez bien. Leur talent
exceptionnel pour donner
et partager est authentique,
sincère et réel. Il ne peut
être produit en masse.
Il ne suit aucune formule
préétablie, et pourtant,
l’on peut en dépendre. Il
étonne et ravit, et sera très
certainement imprévisible.

ÉAffc]]h]jÊakYkge]o`Yl

L`]J]dYak;`l]Ymp]ph]ja]f[]

gd\%^Yk`agf]\l]je$Zmlo]

emklZ][j]Yl]\Yf]o]Y[`

]eZjY[]alYkYkqeZgdg^l`]

ege]fl$j]khgf\af_lgl`]

h]jkgfYdlgm[`l`Yll`Yl_g]k

mfaim][`YjY[l]jg^]Y[`_m]kl&

o]ddZ]qgf\o`Ylakkaehdqaf

=Y[`]ph]ja]f[]akÉeY\]%lg%

^Yk`agf&9J]dYak;`l]Ymp

e]Ykmj]Ê&Oal`afl`]ogjd\g^

Éaffc]]h]jÊakl`]hjghja]lgjgj

gmjeYlj]k\]eYakgf$É_gg\

eYlj]\]eYakgfo`gk]da^]Yf\

]fgm_`Êakf]n]j_gg\]fgm_`&

ogjcYj]afk]hYjYZd]^jgel`]aj

L`]ajj]eYjcYZd]_a^l^gj_anaf_

]klYZdak`e]fl$o`gZ]`Yn]k

akYml`]fla[$kaf[]j]Yf\ljm]lg

oal`_]f]jgkalqafk`Yjaf_o`Yl

l`]ek]dn]k&Alf]n]jZ][ge]k

l`]q\goal`gl`]jk$Yf\o`g

jgmlaf]&Al[YffglZ]eYkk%

afkhaj]kklY^^lg]eZg\qhYkkagf$

hjg\m[]\&Al^gddgokfgk]l

_]f]jgkalqYf\hja\]lgl`]

^gjemdY$q]lgf][Yf\]h]f\gf

kYe]]pl]fl&

al&AlYklgmf\kYf\\]da_`lkÇafY

L`]h]jkgfYdhj]k]f[]g^qgmj

hj]\a[lYZdqmfhj]\a[lYZd]oYq&

eYlj]\]eYakgf%af[dm\af_
l`]hYdhYZd]hj]k]f[]g^`akgj
`]jh]jkgfYdalqYf\nakagfaf
]n]jqYkh][lg^l`]hjgh]jlqYf\
l`jgm_`gmlqgmjklYqÇakl`]kaf]
imYfgfg^J]dYak;`l]Ymp&

« LA PRESENCE ET LA VISION DE L’AUBERGISTE
DANS TOUS LES ASPECTS DE L’ETABLISSEMENT
AINSI QUE LA SATISFACTION DU CLIENT –
SONT LES CONDITIONS SINE QUA NON
DE RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX. »
J G: = J L  ?9 ? F G FÈ
DÌ = 9 M Â  D9 : G M ; @ = $  ; 9 F 9 < 9

PATRICK O ’CO N N E LL, GR AN D CH E F R EL AIS & C H ÂTEAUX – TH E IN N AT L IT TLE WAS H IN

« Aubergiste » est un terme
quelque peu désuet mais il
est pour nous le symbole
de ce cachet personnel si
menacé à notre époque. La vie
d’un aubergiste de Relais &
Châteaux est indissociable de
son établissement. Il partage
généreusement son projet
avec d’autres, il incite ses
collaborateurs à témoigner
la même passion, la même
générosité et la même fierté.

AT THE END O F THE D AY WH EN TH E GUESTS GO AWAY, IT IS TH E PEO PLE TH E Y’LL RE MEMBER .

2

Don’t think of the rule
as simple a horizontal
device. A vertical white
rule can also assist in
structuring the page and
separate photographic
elements. This rule can
also appear in gold.

The double rule provides added decoration
and a sense of classic elegance.
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VISUAL LANGUAGE

GRID SYSTEM

A well-designed grid system is the foundational infrastructure for the visual language of communications.
Its purpose is to create clarity in the messaging. When done effectively, it provides balance in the division
between the graphic elements, and contributes to the accessibility of the information. The look and feel
of Relais & Châteaux has a strong, effective grid system.

retreat
experience
sharing

Reunion

remember
imagination

Wine
J]dYak;`l]Ymplg\Yq[gfkaklk

smile

g^`mf\j]\kg^j]eYjcYZdq

pleasure

af\ana\mYdhdY[]kaf--[gmflja]k
gf^an][gflaf]flk&=n]jqq]Yjo]
o]d[ge]f]oY\\alagfklggmj
^Yeadqafhmjkmalg^Y\n]flmj]&

rosemary

>gjmk$l`]j]akfg_j]Yl]j_a^lo]

Discretion

[Yf_an]l`YfgmjhdY[]afqgmj
`]Yjlk^gj]n]j&

gentle

Rose Petals
harmony
humility

amour

Retour

bienvenue

retraite
expérience
pa rtag e

Réunion

souvenir
imagination

Vin

MI CHE L R OUX – T HE WAT ER SIDE INN – UNIT ED KIN GDO M

Relais & Châteaux, c’est
aujourd’hui des centaines de
lieux remarquables dans 55 pays
et sur 5 continents. Et chaque
année, nous en accueillons
de nouveaux, au sein de la
famille Relais & Châteaux,
poursuivant ainsi l’aventure...
Pour nous, il n’y a pas de plus
belle offrande que le souvenir
de nos maisons à jamais gravés
dans vos cœurs.

T HE P LE AS UR E OF T HE SENSES, T HAT’S T HE BE AUTY O F LIF E !

LE S É TA BL I SSEM E N TS D E N O S ME MB RE S N E SO N T PA S SEUL E MENT UNIQU ES, ILS SONT L’ ÉVO CATI ON PROF ONDE DE L EUR TERROI R.

love

Return
welcome

sourire

plaisir

romarin

Discrétion

doux

Pétales de rose

harmonie
humilité

J ACQUES - OLIVI ER CHAU VI N – C EO , R E LAIS & CH ÂT E AUX

caresse

caress

frais

fresh

suprise
danse

surprise
dance

Nous ne pouvons faire
de plus beau cadeau que
d’enraciner nos lieux dans
votre cœur pour toujours.

joie

delight

Ecoute

Listen

courtoisie

c o u rt e s y

L`]j]akfg_j]Yl]j_a^lo][Yf_an]

respiration

breath

l`YfgmjhdY[]afqgmj`]Yjlk^gj]n]j&

élégance

elegance

heritage

heritage

hospitalité

hospitalit y

27

35

The grid system is being used as
a vertical organizer to separate
imagery from text areas, allowing
the reader to better access the
information.

A strong use of the grid is a simple, classic way
to manage the bilingual elements of the Relais &
Châteaux communications materials.
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VISUAL LANGUAGE

IMAGERY

It’s essential to employ a varied approach to the display of photography. The variety conveys a
richness and diversity of experience. For Relais & Châteaux, consider your photography as the hero, as
it can immediately elevate the effectiveness of your communications. The compositional language of
Relais & Châteaux photography is a sensual combination of people, places and experiences.

« ... LA BEAUTÉ NOUS TOUCHE ET
NOURRIT NOTRE ESPOIR LORSQU’ELLE
NOUS TRANSPORTE AU-DELÀ DES MOMENTS
ORDINAIRES ET NOUS RAPPROCHE ... »
B G@ F G Ì< GF G@ M=  È H GàL= = L z; JAN9A F

DO MINI QU E PR AT – ANJA JAVY – M A DAGA S CA R

SU SAN BAY LY- COUPE – MA NAGIN G DIREC TOR, CL A SSI C REPRESENTATION

ÉH=GHD=K9QL@9LO@9LO=ÌJ=9DDK==CAF?AK9
E=9FAF?>GJDA>=&A<GFÌ LL@AFCL@9L ÌKO@9L
O=ÌJ=J=9DDQK==CAF?&AL@AFCL@9LO@9LO=ÌJ=
K==CAF?AK9F=PH=JA=F;=G>:=AF?9DAN=ÀKG
L@9LGMJH@QKA;9D=PH=JA=F;=KOADDJ=KGF9L=
OAL@AFGMJAFF=JEGKL:=AF?ÀKGL@9LO=
9;LM9DDQ>==DL@=J9HLMJ=G>:=AF?9DAN=&Ê

JE R Ê VE À DES C HOSES QU I N’ ONT JAMAIS E XISTÉ ET JE M E DIS: PO URQU OI PA S ?

WHEREVER THE Y ARE FO UND, R EL A IS & CH ÂTE AU X DESTIN ATIONS DE FINE THE P URPOSE OF HOSPITAL IT Y.

Consider using slices
of images from
different aspects of a
property to collectively
create a richer, more
layered feeling than
any one photograph
could evoke.

B G K=H @ ;9 EH: =DD $  9M L@G JÈL @=H GO=JG>EQL @
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There are various ways of displaying photography.
A gorgeous full-bleed draws the reader into the image
and immerses themselves in the moment.
Rencontrez-les. Faites leur connaissance.
Nous serions ravis de vous présenter.
Laissez-les enrichir votre voyage.
E]]ll`]e&?]llgcfgol`]e&
O]ogmd\Z]\]da_`l]\lgafljg\m[]qgm&
D]ll`]e]fja[`qgmjbgmjf]q&

The grid use with imagery allows you to convey
the sense of a collection of people and experiences.
The structure invites the viewer to linger over the
photographs in an organised way.

18

19
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OUR GUIDELINES

VISUAL LANGUAGE

SPECIAL FEATURES

In addition to the elements discussed, a prudent use of special symbols and motifs will elevate the
visual language of your communications. Because these are special, it’s important that they not be
overused. They layer a sense of craftsmanship in the communications and can contribute to a
specialised graphic approach.

The Passport
of Friendship
L’E X P É R IE NCE QUE NO U S O F F R O N S

Unis par ce qui nous rend uniques

MF AL=< :QO@9LE9C=K MK< A> >=J=F L

1

The Fellowship among the members of Relais & Châteaux extends to our
guests during their stay. While you are with us, our place is wholeheartedly
yours. You may enter any one of hundreds of Relais & Châteaux properties,
but when you do, you will instantly know that you truly belong. Simply by
arriving with an appetite for experience, you acquire not only the keys to one
remarkable property, but also a Passport of Friendship that gives you access to
routes of happiness all around the world. Les Routes du Bonheur.
L@==P H=JA =F;=O =G >> =J

Le lien qui existe entre les
membres de Relais & Châteaux
se tisse aussi avec nos clients lors
de leur séjour. Poussez la porte
d’un de nos établissements et vous reconnaîtrez instantanément l’atmosphère unique
d’un Relais & Châteaux. Entrez dans nos maisons avec curiosité et vous accéderez
à un lieu dévoilant une multitude de possibilités. Et au delà, vous découvrirez que
chaque Relais & Châteaux suscite l’envie de découvrir le suivant et ainsi de suite...
Le Passeport de l’Amitié, c’est un accès aux Routes du Bonheur à travers le monde.

Le Passeport
de l’Amitié
2

The use of the butterfly, inspired by the logo, has become
an icon of the brand, and reflects the uniqueness of the
members and their properties. The shape and quality of
the butterfly should be used sparingly.

The decorative flourish has been developed to add a layer of texture
to the communications. It should be used rarely, as a special feature
only, and in the most subtle fashion, as demonstrated here. In this
case, the tone-on-tone effect was created through the balance
of printed varnish treatments. The gold background was printed
metallic gold with a matte finish. In contrast, the flourish motif is
highlighted with a gloss varnish to create a subtle reflective quality.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography has a way to immerse the viewer in the moment and
transport them to a location and a mood in a way that other graphic
elements cannot. In an industry driven by images of empty rooms and
generic amenity experiences, Relais & Châteaux must differentiate itself
by displaying a highly authentic and personal connection through its
use of photography. Relais & Châteaux is about people and it’s about
places but importantly it’s about people in places, thus its photography
must consistently reflect the brand attributes of authentic people, places
and experiences. It’s through defining, distinctive imagery that Relais &
Châteaux can be defined in the minds of current and potential guests.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

PORTRAITURE

To effectively and consistently reflect the Soul of the Innkeeper, which is so defining for the Relais
& Châteaux brand, it’s essential that portrait photography reflects the spirit and the energy of the
member and his or her team. Photography must be taken on location, in an authentic situation. It
must convey their warmth and accessibility. It should feel casual, natural and welcoming. If they
are not comfortable posing for a portrait, consider capturing them in their work environment,
where they will be more relaxed.

Never photograph
members in a studio.
Always place them in
their own environment.

Portraiture does not need to be posed
images, facing front. It can capture the
member in his or her work situation.

As many member properties are family owned,
wherever possible, portray the groups of people.
Often collectively their body language can convey
a warmth that no individual could demonstrate.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

STILL LIFE & FOOD

No Relais & Châteaux experience can be separate from its cuisine, thus enticing, inviting food and
still life photography is an essential component of our brand. The photography must capture the
contemporary presentation of the food. Be subtle with the styling and avoid anything overly
contrived and that no longer looks authentic. Remember to convey the terroir. When looking for still
life inspiration, details of flowers, a tabletop or a decoration can create a jeweled mosaic of imagery.

A selective depth
of field is an effective
way to both capture
the overall atmosphere
while focusing the
eye on one specific
element.

Food should be presented in a natural setting,
as it is experienced. The presentation should be
simple and authentic.

For still life or detail imagery, employ
unexpected angles that capture details
of an element.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

ARCHITECTURE & INTERIORS

Photography focusing on a building or property must, above all, convey a sense of place. The images
must transport the viewer to that precise location, so avoid images that are non-defining. Limit or
avoid images of empty rooms and spaces, as they create a sense of isolation and lack the energy
and welcome of our members’ properties. Whenever possible, include hosts, staff and others, to add
warmth to the images. Use sophisticated prop styling that evokes a sense of welcome. Good lighting
is essential. It may be enhanced, but must be natural looking.

With interiors, consider
capturing a unique
perspective — one that
could only exist in this
property. The angle can
create a sense of accessibility, allowing the
viewer to put themselves
in the space.

The style of architecture can determine
the way in which a building can and should
be photographed.

Use evening or night photography to add
an elevated sense of drama to an image and
capture the mood of the property.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

SERVICE & AMENITIES

Just as with architecture and interiors, photography of service and amenities must convey a sense
of personality and warmth. If photographing a wine bottle, consider having it presented, so the
viewer feels both the sense of service, as it’s in a person’s hands, and a sense of invitation. Avoid the
staid images of white glove service. Instead, capture the warmth of the people who create the feeling
of welcome. Just as with portraiture, service and amenity shots are most successful when they are
natural, show real people in real situations and are, above all, authentic.

Service shots work best
when they are candid,
natural moments.

Amenities come to life when presented
through the hint or suggestion of a person.

Service and amenity imagery does not need to be solely
of people performing specific tasks, rather can be reflected
through the personality of the people and place.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

LIFESTYLE & EXPERIENCES

Photography that celebrates experience and communicates the lifestyle aspect of time spent at a Relais
& Châteaux property should always convey a sense of lightness and happiness. The photography must
feel authentic, and capture natural activities, and, where possible, candid moments. The goal is to give
the viewer a glimpse into the time spent at the property. Thus it’s essential to avoid unnatural poses and
forced set ups, as the sense of accessibility and authenticity is destroyed. In addition, strive for a young
and contemporary style, as it’s through this youthfulness that energy and spirit is expressed.

Lifestyle and experience
photography succeeds
when it places the viewer
in the location.

Lifestyle photography can be used to convey
a celebration of the senses.

Experience-based imagery should
evoke a sense of playfulness, inviting
the viewer into intimate moments.
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MEMBERS’ GUIDE

THE BENEFITS OF OUR COLLECTIVE

Relais & Châteaux is an association unique in the world of hospitality. We
are built on the individuality of our properties and the people who make
up our membership. Individually we are strong. As a collective we are even
stronger. We are United By What Makes Us Different. To preserve and
enhance the benefits of our collective, it’s essential that we maintain each
property’s uniqueness while firmly establishing our connections and sense
of Fellowship that are at the heart of our membership. We are connected
to each other through our Ideals and Experiences. Our communications
should also be connected, enabling people to clearly recognise our ties to
each other and Relais & Châteaux. When multiplied across every property
in our membership, this collective focus elevates and benefits us all.
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The unique experiences that our guests have at any one of our
properties contribute to our place in the world of hospitality, so
it’s essential that we reflect these experiences effectively and
consistently in our communications material.
■

Bringing Our
Experiences
to Life in Our
Communications

Remember that while other hotels
nities, we define ourselves by our

of the Land that makes it unlike any

experiences and our collective pursuit

other destination.
■

Focus on the feeling of being at your
property and meeting the remarkable
people who make it unique in the
world.

■

The Soul of the Innkeeper should
clearly and vividly come to life.

■

The deep sense of Fellowship that
exists between our members, and that
inspires the Passport of Friendship

Guests at your property will experi-

means that guests will experience

ence an Awakening to Art de Vivre.

a consistent sense of belonging as

Communications should create an

they journey throughout the world of

expectation of discovery, learning and

Relais & Châteaux.

experiencing new things.
■

When describing your property,
include specific examples of the Taste

of art de vivre.
■

■

and restaurants compete on ame-

We offer experiences that are unique.

Highlight the Celebration of the

These experiences should be celebrated

Senses— the tastes and smells and

in our communications.

sounds and sights that come alive
when guests immerse themselves in
your property.
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Finding the right photographer is the first step in developing
immersive, defining and authentic imagery. Below are some tips
to choosing the one that will be able to capture the sense of place
and the exceptional experiences that are unique to your property.
■

How to Select
a Photographer

■

■

When choosing a photographer

photograph, select those with warm,

images, determine the style of

inviting, attractive faces. Include a

photography you are seeking.

diversity of people..

Some specialize in journalism-style

USAGE FEES All photographers

photography. They will focus on many,

charge a usage fee. When you hire a

candid, authentic images that capture

photographer, you are paying for his or

a moment in time.

her day rate and that of any assistants

Still-life and food photographers

they may need. What is not included

to create texture and shadow that
reflect particular elements. They may
take just a few, precise images.
Know what you are looking for and
don’t expect a photographer known
for one style of work to be able to
transition to another style.
■

■

■

When choosing the people to

to capture your property through

establish and refine the lighting

■

■

is the usage of their images. They own
the rights to the images, unless you
purchase them. Usage fees vary by how
often the image will be use, and in what
medium. For example, use on the web is
much more expensive (because its
audience is potentially limitless) than
usage in a print piece that is only
locally distributed. If you wish to use

Focus on authenticity, and ways

the images more than a few times, we

to convey the uniqueness of your

recommend negotiating a buy-out rate

property and cusine.

from the photographer. This is a more

Seek warm, people-oriented shots.

expensive approach up-front, but can

Show moments of connecting with
staff and services.

save a lot of money and the challenges
of licensing fees down the road.
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Writers are as different as Relais & Châteaux properties themselves.
Some prefer short, pithy writing, others long-form writing. Below
are some tips to choosing a writer who can transcend expected
phrasing, to craft authentic, ownable language for your property.
■

How to Select
a Writer

When reviewing a writer’s work, look

■

for a variety in their language. If the

writer’s work. Do you enjoy their

samples you read start to sound like

style? Does it hold your attention?

each other, so will their writing for

■

your property.
■

Remember, what is obvious to you
may not be obvious to someone

Look for a writer who can capture

who is just arriving. Spend time

the feel of your property. If they have

with the writer to ensure he or

too much personality weighing down

she understands what makes your

every phrase, then they are putting

property so special.

themselves into the work, and not
allowing the property to be the hero.
■

Take the time to read samples of the

■

Share other communications pieces
that you like, or other Relais &

If you are placing an ad, consider

Châteaux pieces, to give them a sense

a copywriter, one who is used to

of the tone and voice you are seeking.

delivering short, memorable phrasing.
■

If you are looking for experience-rich
language, consider a travel writer,
who can layer experiential elements
in their writing, giving a better sense
of the feel of your property.
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We have a unique perspective on a guest experience, thus the words
we use are richer in emotion and communicate a sense of being that
allows the cares of the day to fall away. Our language does not focus
on amenities, rather it celebrates the senses.

LOVE

GENTLE

WELCOME

HARMONY
HUMILITY

Savour

Return
Words
we like

RETREAT
EXPERIENCE

CARESS
F RESH

SHARING

SURPRISE
DANCE

Reunion
REMEMBER
IMAGINATION

Wine

DELIGHT

Listen

COURTESY

SMILE

PLEASURE
CONNECTION

Discretion

BREATH
ELEGANCE

HERITAGE
HOSPITALITY
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Our guests spend time with us because we are unique, because we
are distinct, because what we offer is not an industry standard, rather
an expression of delight in the work we do and the way we live. Our
language must reflect our attention to detail, and stay above the
mundane, the corporate, the expected.

Words we
don’t like

CHAIN

ALONE

EXPECTED

PLANNED

STANDARD
REGULAR

INDUSTRY

Company

Typical

LUXURY Overstated
DISSONANCE
Superior

GOURMAND
DESIGNER

Trendy

COMMON

LEAVE

MANUFACTURE

FALSE

AVERAGE
COMMERCIAL

ISOLATION

Expensive
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One of the best ways to distinguish ourselves and elevate the
awareness of our unique place in the world is through the press.
Press carries with it a sense of authenticity and truth, which
purchased media, such as advertising, cannot.
■

■

How to Speak
to the Press
■

When speaking with any member of

& Châteaux, conveying how it

the opportunity to drive interest

benefits you both personally and

in your own property.

professionally.

In additon, every press contact

■

As you talk about your relationship

also offers you the chance to talk

with Relais & Châteaux, remember the

about your membership in Relais &

elements of our Story and think about

Châteaux.

how you can share them. In particular,

Before speaking to the journalist,

consider the following points to
communicate.

she is writing —feature-length or

1. Relais & Chateaux is not a chain;

shorter?—and where the article is

rather it’s an association of the world’s
finest hoteliers and chefs.

running.
Research the journalist. What have
they written before? Do they have
a consistent perspective? Knowing
what they are looking for helps you to
benefit from their voice.
■

Discuss your membership in Relais

the press, remember to make use of

know what kind of an article he or

■

■

Have the journalist visit your property
and experience it first-hand. Time
spent at your property will inspire
long-form writing that is immersive
and experience-rich.

2. Relais & Châteaux is a collection of
the world’s finest hoteliers, chefs and
restaurateurs, each utterly unique, but
all sharing similar passions and beliefs,
all providing inspiration and support to
each other.

3. The members of Relais & Châteaux
are all owners or managers who
personally participate in the
governance of the association.

4. While the association’s roots are in
France, its nearly 500 properties now
span 58 countries around the globe.
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LOGO & COLOUR PALETTE

A logo and colour palette is the most direct way to visually communicate
a brand in the marketplace. The logo of Relais & Châteaux, with its fusion
of a butterfly and the fleur de lys, is distinctive. However the current colour
palette— gold, black and white— is not unique. In fact many luxury
lifestyle and hospitality brands also rely on this combination of colour
to communicate their quality. Because this combination is not defining,
consistent use of guidelines and an expanded visual language are essential
to contribute to the recognisability of the Relais & Châteaux brand.
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LOGO

CORRECT USAGE

The Relais & Châteaux logo has many strengths. It’s distinctive and memorable and the most
recent version has reflected the qualities of the organisation over the last two decades it’s been in
use. To ensure that the logo remains a strength for the organisation, it’s essential that every piece
of communications treat the symbol in the same manner, for visual consistency. The use of the logo
itself indicates membership. Never add a “member of” reference with the logo.
1.

PRINTING THE OFFICIAL
RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX LOGO

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

1. If you choose gold foil (recommended), the
logo can be fully treated in one colour.
2. If you choose standard printing methods,
the symbol in gold and the wordmark prints
in grey.

2.

3. For black and white documents, the ‘grey and
black’ version of the relais & châteaux logo
can now be used.

TYPOGRAPHY
The typography for the logo Is Palatino Light.
Printed CAPITAL LETTERS are to be used.

3.

In certain circumstances, added printing effects
such as embossing may be applied to the logo.
The colour guidelines would still apply with
the addition of a subtle embossing treatment,
never debossed. Another acceptable alternative
for rare exceptions would be a complete blind
emboss on white paper with no printed ink.

PAPER STOCK SELECTION
Relais & Chateaux materials should never be
printed on uncoated paper. The option of gloss
varnish coated or matte varnish coated are both
acceptable. A satin finish is the desired quality.

Member of:
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FOIL: (RECOMMEND
GOLD
OR GOLD SPOTGOLD
COLOUR

GOLD "COLOUR"
OR GOLD SPOT COLOUR
OR G
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GEURI D
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TYPOGRAPHY
e logo is Palatino Light.
The TYPOGRAPHY
typography for the logo is Palatino Light.
are to be used.
GRAPHY
TYPOGRAPHY
TYPOGRAPHY
Thecapital
typography
is Palatino Light.
Printed
lettersfor
arethe
to logo
be used.

LOGO
SIZE REQUIREMENTS
pography for the
Thelogo
typography
The
is Palatino
typography
for the
Light.
logo
for the
is Palatino
logo is Palatino
Light. Light.

GOLD "COLOUR"
GREY TEXT
Square logo :

IS & CHATEAUX LOGO TO BE USED :
SIZE OF THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX LOGO TO BE USED :
SIZE OF THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX LOGO TO BE USED :
30THE
mm
mm
OF THE RELAIS
SIZE&OF
CHATEAUX
SIZE
OF
RELAIS
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RELAIS
& CHATEAUX
TO&BE
CHATEAUX
USED
LOGO
: LOGO
TO40BE
TO
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BE USED
:
:

If the square logo has
a sizelogo
of less
Square
: than
20x20mm, references are:

Printed capital letters are to be used.
capital letters
Printed
are toPrinted
capital
be used.
letters
capital are
letters
to be
areused.
to be used.

GREY TEXT

GREY
Squar

If theofs
40GOLD
mm FOIL (recommended) If the square logo has a size
20x20m
Api foils: LUXURY GOLD 4003 20x20mm, references are:
40 mm
For 385
the one-line logo,
Kurz: LUXOR
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26,5 mm
5,3 mm

5,3 mm

26,5 mm

5,3 mm

26,5 mm

14 mm
14 mm

26,5 mm
5,3 mm

5,3 mm

14 mm

14 mm

26,5 mm

5,3 mm

26,5 mm

14 mm
14 mm
26,5 mm

5,3 mm 5,3 m5m,3 mm 5,3 mm

26,5 mm

14 mm

14 mm
26,5 mm14 mm
14 mm

m

14 mm
14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm

14 mm

m

5,3 mm

5,3 mm

26,5 mm

Below these sizes,
the logo may not be used:

8 mm

OR GOLD SPOT COLOUR
Pantone Ref. : 872 C

8 mm

For the one-line logo,For th
40GOLD
mm “COLOUR”
of
any size, references are:
of any
Pantone
Ref. : 872 C
40 mm
Four-colour
printing
Ref.
:
C40/M43/Y84/K0
40 mm 40 mm GREY LOGO (may only be used
GREY TEXT
on black and white documents)
Square logo:
L
Pantone Ref. : 431 C
GREY LOGO (may only
GREb
Four-colourTprinting Ref. :C11/M1/Y0/K64
onthan
black and white docum
on b
If the square logo has a size of less
20x20mm, references are:
L
Pantone Ref. : 432 C
T
T
Four-colour printing Ref. :C23/M2/Y0/K77

8 mm

40 mm

8 mm8 mm 8 mm8 mm

8 mm

40 mm

8 mm

8 mm

40 mm

8 mm

8 mm

30 mm
30 mm

30 mm

30 mm

30 mm
30 mm 30 mm

30 mm
30 mm

30 mm

30 mm
30 mm 30 mm30 mm
30 mm
30 mm

30 mm

SIZES30
OFmm
THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX LOGO TO30
BEmm
USED FOR STANDARD DOCUMENTS:

30 mm

26,5 mm

GOLD

For the one-line logo:
of any size, references are:

Pantone Ref. : 432 C
Four-colour printing Ref. :C23/M2/Y0/K77
GREY LOGO (may only be used on black
and white documents)
Fleurs de Lys: Black 50%
Text and rules: Black 100%
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LOGO

TOO SMALL
TOOSMALL:
SMALL
TOO
TOO SMALL
PARTNER
ASSOCIATED
PARTNER
LOGO
ASSOCIATED
PARTNER
LOGO
ASSOCIATED
LOGO

PRIMACY OVER OTHER LOGOS

Square lo
Square
Square logo :

If the squa
If the sq
20x20mm,
If the square20x20m
logo ha
20x20mm, reference

PRINCIPLE

TOO CLOSE:

The fundamental principle is that the
Relais & Châteaux logo has primacy over
the other membership logos of member
For
properties.

PARTNER
ASSOCIATED
PARTNER
LOGO
ASSOCIATED
PARTNER
LOGO
ASSOCIATED
LOGO

Membership logos are logos of hotel
organisations which are compatible
with Relais & Châteaux, professional
federations, fellowships, professional
organisations and in general all
distinctions, accolades, awards.

PERFECT:
PERFECT
PERFECT
PERFECT

PROCEDURE

Width of the logo
PARTNER
Width of the logo ASSOCIATED
PARTNER ½ logo
½ logo
Width of the logo
PARTNER
ASSOCIATED
½ logo
LOGO
ASSOCIATED LOGO
LOGO

For the o

Forsize
the
of any
the one-line
of any sl
of any size, referenc

The Relais & Châteaux logo must be twice
the size of the other membership logos.
No other membership logo may be placed
at a distance of less than the width of the
Relais & Châteaux logo.
The member must in all cases submit any
proposal to use the Relais & Châteaux logo
together with other membership logos to
the head office of Relais & Châteaux.
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RELAIS&CHÂTEAUX
THE
LOGO
– ALTERNATIVES
RELAIS&CHÂTEAUX
THE
LOGO
– ALTERNATIVES
LOGO
ALTERNATIVES
GENERAL CASE:
LOGOGENERAL
ON WHITECASE:
OR LIGHT BACKGROUND
LOGO
ON
LIGHT isBACKGROUND
The official
logo
of WHITE
Relais &OR
Châteaux
printed in
The
logospecifications
of Relais & Châteaux
is printed
line with
theofficial
technical
mentioned
in the in
line with the technical specifications mentioned in the
text boxes.
text boxes.

GENERAL CASE:

LOGO ON WHITE OR LIGHT BACKGROUND
The official logo of Relais & Châteaux is printed in line with
technical specifications mentioned on the previous pages.

THE USE OF THE LOGO IN ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CASES REQUIRES THE APPROVAL
THE USE OF THE LOGO IN ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CASES REQUIRES THE APPROVAL
OF THE COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT OF THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX HEAD OFFICE:
OF THE COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT OF THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX HEAD OFFICE:

IN THE EVENT OF A DARK BACKGROUND
IN THE EVENT OF A SHADED
If the logo is used on a dark background,
BACKGROUND If the background colour
6 IN THE EVENT OF A DARK BACKGROUND
6isINshaded,
THE EVENT OF A SHADED BACKGROUND
the
mention
of
“RELAIS
&
CHÂTEAUX”
in
theEVENT
choiceOF
ofAblack
or grey
to
IN THE
EVENT
OF Abackground,
DARK BACKGROUND
IN THE
SHADED
BACKGROUND
If the6logo
is used
on a dark
the mention
If the6background
colour is shaded,
the choice
of black
white
is
recommended
to
ensure
better
mention
“RELAIS
&
CHÂTEAUX”
is
decided
If
the
logo
is
used
on
a
dark
background,
the
mention
If
the
background
colour
is
shaded,
the
choice of black
of "RELAIS & CHATEAUX" in white is recommended
or grey to mention "RELAIS & CHATEAUX" is decided
of "RELAIS
& CHATEAUX" in white is recommended by
or
grey
to mention
"RELAIS
& CHATEAUX"
is decided
legibility.
head
office
or the
international
to ensure
better legibility.
by the
the head
office
or the
international
offices of Relais
& Châteaux.
to ensure better legibility.
head&office
or the international offices of Relais & Châteaux.
officesby
ofthe
Relais
Châteaux.

S

I
2

THE USE OF THE LOGO IN ANY ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING CASES REQUIRES THE APPROVAL
OF THE COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT OF
THE RELAIS & CHATEAUX HEAD OFFICE:

F

o
Original logo
Original logo

White logo
White logo
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LOGO
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1 cm

Regardless of the format or style of
the business card, it must always
include the Relais & Châteaux logo
and its size must never be smaller
than 14 mm x 14 mm (square) .

Regardless of the format of the headed
paper, the logo of the property must be
placed in the upper part of the letter and
the Relais & Châteaux logo must be centred
in the lower part, approximately 1 cm from
the bottom of the page.
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LOGO

CO-BRANDED BROCHURE

The Relais Châteaux logo must be placed
prominently on the page. Be sure to give it
equal weighting to your own logo, and follow
the logo guidelines.
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MEMBERS’ GUIDE

LOGO
HOME PAGE

The display of the Relais & Châteaux logo
on the homepage and the main page of the
website menu is mandatory. Its dimensions
are 100 x 100 pixels. It is displayed in a white
square. Its positioning must not impair the
overall legibility of the website. The logo
should click through to a secondary page
dedicated to Relais & Châteaux.

CO-BRANDED WEBSITE
R&C SECONDARY PAGE

LOGO COLOURS ON THE INTERNET
Gold: C40/M43/Y84/K0 (This corresponds to R141/G110/B38)
Grey: C60/M51/Y51/K20 (This corresponds to R102/G102/B102)
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MEMBERS’ GUIDE

LOGO

The logo must be printed on the menu in
colour or in gold foil. It is recommended
that the logo is printed on a light, plain
background. The Relais & Châteaux logo
may be printed (with the authorisation
of the head office of Relais & Châteaux)
on a photo or illustrated background. In
this case, it is recommended that the
colour logo be used on a white square or
rectangular space to ensure it is legible.

CO-BRANDED MENU

Menu
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MEMBERS’ GUIDE

LOGO

CO-BRANDED ADVERTISING

When developing co-branded advertising,
keep in mind how the Relais & Châteaux
brand and your brand work together to
support each other. In this example, the
centred alignment of the logos and the
consistent use of gold creates a distinct,
uniform look. In addition, the immersive
imagery invites the viewer in to the
character of the destination, conveying
the sense of place that defines it. Note
that by following the appropriate logo
guidelines establishes your property
as a member of our association.

Hôtel & Spa
« P OUR

UNE REMISE

EN SENSATION

AU CŒUR

DES

A L P ES -DE -H AUTE -P ROV ENCE »

L e C ou vent de s M i n i me s SPA p a r L’O c c it a ne – 4 6 c h a m b r e s et s u it e s
R e s t au r a nt g a s t ronom ique L e Cloît re – Ja rd i n ave c dé c ou v e r t e a rom at ique
Tél. 04 92 74 77 77
w ww. couve n tde s m in im e s – h otelspa.co m
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MEMBERS’ GUIDE

LOGO

PLAQUES & FLAGS
Every member must make their membership
to Relais & Châteaux known to the customers.
Plaques and Flags are two signs of membership.
PLAQUE
Your bronze plaque is ordered and supplied
through the Association:
■

■

You are required to place a large plaque
outside.
If applicable, a small Grand Chef plaque
(replacing the Relais Gourmand plaque) is
also to be placed outside, above the large
plaque).

FLAG
A Relais & Châteaux flag extends the brand and
complements the plaque.
For ordering information contact :
rcp@relaischateaux.com and on
www.relaischateaux.org ,
“Quality suppliers” and “Branded products”
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MEMBERS’ GUIDE

LOGO

GRAND CHEF PLAQUE
For Grands Chefs Relais & Châteaux
without a hotel.
A new rectangular bronze “Grand Chef Relais &
Châteaux” plaque measuring 36 cm by 13 cm is
placed outside the property above the square
Relais & Châteaux plaque (unless there are
technical installation problems; in this case it
may be placed below the square plaque).

For Grands Chefs Relais & Châteaux
with a hotel
The owner of the property has 2 options:
Affix the “Grand Chef Relais & Châteaux”
plaque outside the property together with the
square Relais & Châteaux plaque (as for the
Grands Chefs without a hotel)
OR
■ Affix the “Grand Chef Relais & Châteaux”
plaque inside the property.
■

The bronze plaques which mention
“Relais Gourmands” may no longer be
used. No plaque mentioning “Relais
Gourmands” may remain affixed at the
entry to a Relais & Châteaux property.

PLEASE NOTE: In each case the Grand Chef
plaque may not be separated from the square
Relais & Châteaux plaque. In the latter case, the
property must inform the Head Office of Relais
& Châteaux which will provide it with a second
square plaque.
To strengthen the connection between a Grand
Chef establishment and the Relais & Châteaux
brand, the Relais & Châteaux logo should appear
on the uniform of the Grand Chef. This logo
could be placed below the chef’s own name or
establishment logo or elsewhere on the uniform.
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MEMBERS’ GUIDE

LOGO

MERCHANDISING

The Relais & Châteaux logo stands for many things, including quality, craftsmanship and attention to
detail. Consider its context then, before placing it on just any piece of merchandise. If using the logo on
a pen, for example, it should be an exquisite pen. Don’t overuse the logo, on the other hand, don’t miss
obvious places where it belongs, such as on your wine list.

The use of the Relais & Châteaux logo
on a keepsake from your property is a
wonderful way to create a souvenir of your
guests’ visit. However be sure that the logo
is appropriately used and the item reflects
the classic elegance of our brand.
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“Relais & Châteaux is much more than a beautiful collection of charming properties. Our brand brings
together unique personalities who share the same values, the same passion for welcome and an innate desire
to give others unforgettable moments. Whatever the culture, the region or the country, Relais & Châteaux
is the best way to discover it.” JAUME TÀPIES, International President

In Closing

The Relais & Châteaux brand is truly precious in today’s
world. Built on our remarkable members and their
remarkable properties, it offers an authenticity, a sense
of timelessness and a feeling of craftsmanship that we all
too rarely are able to experience in our work-filled days.

Focus on our sense of place. Immerse the reader in rich,
layered language. Offer exquisite photography to transport
the reader. The time we take with our cuisine and each one
of properties should be consistently reflected in the time
we take with our publications.

Our guests come to us for the unique experiences that
define us. Our communications materials need to honour
and convey these experiences. Celebrate our people.

Thank you for being part of Relais & Châteaux.
If you have any questions about elements of this Brand
Book or Brand Implementation, please contact Krista Florin,
Worldwide Marketing & Communication Director,
K.Florin@relaischateaux.com

